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first prize; , Mra'. Speicher, second
prize,
Mrs. J. (A. Barker, best drawn work.
Miss Emma Adlon, best embroidery
work, first prize; Mrs. T. S, Farnam,
second prize.
Miss Emma Adlon, best 'home made

In

EDITION.

TIGERS WIN

counsel for the prosecution, closed
the case in behalf of the territory.
History of Crime
Elbert J. Harmon was indicted for
,
the murder of Tomas Salazar, a son of
rug.
Don Manuel M. Salazar of Springer,
Mrs. J. W. Lewis, best burnt work.
one of the best known and most prom
Miss Emma Adlon, best hand paintinent families of the territory. His
ing.
Mrs. James O'Byrne, best display
grandfather, on his mother's side, is
the Hon, Luke Warder, of Golindrinas
of cushions.
,
Mora county, and Mr. Warder was
Mrs. J. H. Richley, best crazy quilt
The
present during the entire trial.
work. ,
deceased Tomas Salazar was about
,
Vegetables
twenty-fou- r
had
and
lived
old,
years
S. L. Barker, best 250 pound asall his life in the town of Springer,
sortment, first prize; N. S. Belden,
where he was engaged in the mercan
second prize.
his
father.
N. S. Belden, best 12 sugar beets, PITTSBURG
JURY FAILS TO AGREE AFTER tile business with
HENRY FARR AND - J. B. HUMPH-- . HARVEST C'ARNIVAL SUCCEEDS
HELPLESS
BEFORE
Evidence developed that on the
grown.
dry
A
REY
BEING OUT FOR EIGHTEEN
FIGHTING
,
BEYOND
EXPECPOST:
FONDEST
MIGHTY WILD BILL
night of January 18th, 1908, Elbert J
M. I. Burns, .best twelve
sugar
PONEMENT
TATIONS
Harmon was in the town of Springer,
. HOURS
DONOVAN
beets, irrigated, first prize; Rafael
from his ranch at Colmor, eleven miles
second prize.
Gallegos,
northeast of Springer. He had his
David Newcomer, best one bushel
hitched at one of the most ARGUMENTS
of potatoes, special prize.
HEARD
MAN?
BEING
SPLENDID
DISCHARGED BY COUBT team
EXHIBITS
prominent corners of the town, and
Gaylor-Keifebest one . bushel of FINAL SCORE 7 TO 2
after supper started to where his team
potatoes, first prize; H. Mosimann, f
was, for the purpose of returning
second
prize,
ELBERT J. HARMON, DEFEND-DANT- , home. The night was dark, and as he ARE CHARGED WITH SENSATION CROWDS THRONG ARMORY AND
D. Howe, best peck of beans, first GREAT STICK WORK BY DETROIT
he
noticed
the
'
AL
corner,
PAYROBBERY
MINE
OF
MARVEL
AT
approached
ON
WHAT IS
RELEASED
$10,000
, RESPONSIBLE FOR VICprize.
three men standing there. He started
ROLL AT FRENCH
S. L. Barker, best six head of cabSHOWN
'
BOND
TORY
to walk by them, when, according to
bage, first prize.
his evidence, Tomas Salazar stepped
W. F. Calhoun, best six head of
out and said: "Damn you, Harmon,
first prize'.
HISTORY OF. THE KILLING you have got it in for me." Harmon STUDLEY
IS NOT READY VALUABLE FRIZES AWARDED squashes,
M. I. Burris, best display of onions. PIRATES USE TW01P1TCHERS
notified Gabriel Gonzales, a compan
David Newcomer, best six pumpion of Salazar, standing at the corkins.
in
Gon
a
with
hand.
his
pistol
DISTRICT ATTORNEY ASKS CON JUDGES KEPT BUSY THIS AFTER
TO MAS SALAZAR SHOT IN GUN ner,
S. L. Barker, best table beets.
WILLIS
SENT IN TO RELIEVE
zales was a eworn enemy of Harmon,
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NOON
FIGHT AT SPRINGER A
,
VETERAN CAMNITZ IN
and but three months previous had
nips.
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FURNISHED
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killed a brother of Harmon In the town
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S. L. Barker, best twelve carrots.
of Springer.
,
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best
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McMillan,
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v- last
night until 12 o'clock noon f telling
of all kinds.
him in front of him, while he ter known as "Nigger Arkansas," who held today at the national
and
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f series today, winning the second
guard
today, the jury in the case of f
f the
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armory.
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agreement.
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tional ever tried here. The best le- the story. He swore also that he was he must remain in confinement an raised by dry farming methods, and
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Studley
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team.
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O. A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, the
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Fred Westerman, best draft colt, ers were confident today that Pitcher
FOR MAYOR OF GOTHAMH Late this afternoon Judge
Mayflower band, while this afternoon
latter two being employed as special
Donovan would save the day, and?
a continuance until the next numerous
granted
prize.
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filled
out
inur-the program
sports
counsel by the relatives of the
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were not disappointed, as the re
term of court in both cases.
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Montezuma
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the hour
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be a candidate for mayor of New DEPOSED SULTAN TRIED
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day and Immediately the taking of will
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team
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Hand,
a
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were relied upon to deliver
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and
first
prize.
that the remainder of the
list of
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the territory. A large number of stipulation
the benders.
to the follow: the successful
London, Oct. 9. A
witnesses for the prosecution were candidates on the ticket shall be the London Telegraph from special
Score by Innings
says
Belgrade
HUDSON- GREAT
TONIGHT
as those selected by the republicaThe Prizes
examined and late Tuesday afternoon same
First inning D. Jones beat out an
that Abdul Hamid, the deposed Sultan
n-fusion
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SHOW
END
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a
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ticket,
regarded
adcase.
Louis
first
An
sheaf
its
the territory rested
oats,
Hoban,
Infield hit, was sacrificed to second by'
prize;
yesto the combination comp- of Turkey, attempted to escapeSalon-icRichard Dunn, second prize.
journment was then taken .until severe blow
Bush, but was out at third when Cobb
terday from his villa prison at
9. The Hudson-Fu- l
New
Oct.
BeYork,
and
troller
W.
presidents.
borough
H.
Griffith, threshed oats, first
Wednesday morning, and that day
Calling in a workman, he pre
ton celebration will be brought to a, failed to hit on a hit and run signaL
and Thursday were devoted to the in- tween the Hearst faction and the re- tended to be disgusted with the men's prize.
first up for Pittsburg, walked
close tonight, when two score of Byrne,
candiwill
these
it
give
L.
publicans
S.
troduction of evidence on the part
Barker, sheaf barley, first beacon
Leach hit for two bases, scoring;
dirty appearance and ordered him to
on
each
a
historio
fires,
.and
as
an
chance
dates
excellent
placed
of the defense.
Clarke sacrificed, sending-LeacByrne.
take a bath. While bathing, the man's prize; Theo Hainlen, second prize.
they, with the president of the board clothes were
Tomas Chaves, ear corn, first prize; spot along, the Hudson river from Al.
to third. Miller lined out a
Friday morning, after the introduc- of
to Abdul, who
brought
New
to
be
will
esYork,
a
bany
constitute
board
of
lighted.
aldermen,
Hoban, second prize.
tion of some evidence in rebuttal by
struck
put them on and passed into the Louis
Each beacon will burn six hours. All home run,wasafter Wagner had
T. H. Moen, baled alfalfa, first prize.
the territory, the evidence closed and timate, which controls the finances of street. He was recognized by. one of
allowed two bases
out, but
only
will
same
be
at
time
the
lighted
is
by
D. Tipton, grasses, first prize; S.
city, the mayor
practically help- the guards and taken back.
on
rules. Leach scored on this--. the arguments before the jury were the
electricity, when a button will be hit,ground
to him.
L. Barker, second prize.
score at end of Inning,.
commenced. Hon O. A. Larrazolo less if they are opposed
making
L.
Gen.
Woodford.
Stewart
inW. O. Robinson, sheaf millet, first pressed by
2, Detroit 0.
made the opening address for the ter- Hearst's candidacy is believed to
Pittsburg
HILITIA
OUT
SENT
crease the personal chances of Judge
second prize.
Second inning After Crawford andTO TAKE MURDERER prize; Gaylor-Keiferitory. He was followed by A. A.
N. S. Belden, wheat, first and second HUSBAND ATTEMPTS TO
Gaynor, the Tammany candidate, and
had filed out, Moriarty sinDelehanty
Jones, of counsel for the defendant, to
MAKE
EAT
DOG
WIFE
decrease those of Bannard, the rewho made a most logical and elogled to left. T. Jones singled to right,
Oct. 9. A prizes.
San
Calif.,
Bernardino,
Will Smith, best exhibit off of govSchmidt
score of militiamen are hastening to
sending Moriarty to third.
quent appeal in behalf of his client, publican candidate.
Minneapolis, Oct. 9. John Kruski then
ernment land.
Mr. Jones spoke
doubled to center, scoring Moriar
the
desert
an
pleading
Willie
where
Boy,
to eat crow as a result of
today
have
may
WILBUR
MAKES
WRIGHT
and Jones. Pittsburg failed td score.
Woman's Work
for one hour and a half; the court
outlaw, who murdered the
trying to force hia wife to eat the ty
NEW WORLD'S RECORD Indian
room was crowded with witnesses,
father of his sweetheart, abducted kr.
Miss Emma Adlon, best collection of tender morsels of a baked dog. When arter Gibson bad walked and stole sec
ond.
Wilbur and later killed her when she could home fancy work, fire prize; Mrs. his wife had him
at end of Inning, PittsCollege Park, Md., Oct. 9.
interested parties, relatives and spec
arrested for cruelty burg 2;Score
Detroit 2.
tators, and Mr. Jones held the audi Wright today broke the worlds re-- not keep up, is surrounded by differ- Charles Lewis, second prize.
was
declared
he
that
tender
nice,
dog
in an aeroplane flight for speed ent
ence from the beginning of his argu-'corinning D. Jones reached first
Mrs. C. A. McMillan, best collection
parties. He has killed nearly all
with excellent flavor, and he onThird
an error by Abstein. Both singled" course, attaining a the horses of the sheriff's posse, who of preserves, first prize; O. E. Burch, meat,
ment until its close. The other coun- - over a
no
reason
saw
his
wife
should
why
exDect a bloody battle before his cap- second prize.
eel for the defense, M. W. Mills and If peed of 46 miles an hour.
not eat it.
(Continued on Page 6)
ture.
Mrs. O. E. Buch, best loaf bread,
'
first prize; Mrs. Speicher, - second
COMMEMORATIVE GIFT
,
prize.
FOR PRESIDENT DIAZ
Miss Jeanette Richley, best home
made candy, first prize.
Mrs. T. G. Farnam, best patch quilt,
El Paso, Tex., Oct 9. When President Diaz reaches Chihuahua next first prize; Mrs. James O'Byrne, seWednesday on his way here to meet cond prize.
President Taft, he will be presented i Mrs." J. L. Tooker, best cake, first
with an immense silver key to the prize; Mrs. J. W. Lewis, second prize.
Mrs. J. W. Lewis,
best crotchet
city and with three silver cups conemblem- work, first prize.
and
salt
water,
wine,
taining
of
the
tain
are
the
arson
threatenoutrage, atic of
perpetrator
Both murder and
well in hand, they navlng arrested the.
Miss Emma Adlon, best eyelet work,
(Special Dispatch.)
the Spanish conquerors.
ed in a poorly scrawled note, writ- that they may be prosecuted to the
trio and locked them up.
9.
town
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N.
The
of
M.,
afRoy,
Is
law.
a
extent
full
the
of
It
peniten in Spanish, received yesterday
The district attorney has been adof
a
an
was
to
hour
this
send
shot up at
letter
early
Roy
ternoon by Mrs. Crescencia Sandoval, tentiary offense
of the occurrence. It is the invised
Uniwho resides in West Las Vegas, with the nature described through the
morning by three would-btoughs, in tention of the; citizens of Roy to rid
ner son, Albino Jacobson, the latter ted States mail, and if discovered
of
Tomas
Luis Archuleta,
the person
the town of all toughs who have
of the one who wrote the note is liable
life miserable for the inhabibeing a pressman in, the employThe
The
Vargas and Anlceto Romero.
term
in
to
a
the
penitentiary.
company.
the Optic Printing
was entirely unexpected and tants. The three' men will have a.
fusillade
itThe
which
best
West
note,
at
the
mailed
explains
was
note, which
hearing this afternoon .before Justice-o- f
C.
for, a time caused great alarm among
the Peace Bryant
side postoffice, was written in lead self, when translated, reads as follows:
note
of
paper,
the residents, who were awakened
plain
Archuleta bears a bad reputatiom
pencil, on a piece
N.'
white
"Las Vegas,
from their slumbers by the shooting, hereabouts, he having on more than
envelope,
M., Oct, 5, 1909.
and mailed in a plain
which was accompanied by
one occasion caused the authorities
thus effacing for the time being at "Dona Crescencia Sandoval:
"Dear Friend:
that could be heard for a trouble. Recently he was arrested by
Kansas City, Oct. 9. The Santa Fe Each building will cost about $20,000.
least, any clew as to the perpetrator
or
"One thing I'm going to tell you Railway company announced today The first will be erected at Dodge City, quarter of a mile.
of the outrage, who signs himself
Deputy Game Warden Bushkevitz for
J. Florshelm, living near town, heard hunting without a license, being
herself "A Member of the Black about your house. That if you're go- that it will at once begin the erec- Kan.; La Junta, Colo.; Raton,' Las
Vegas and Albuquerque, N. M.; Will- the shooting, and mounting a horse caught with a duck and a gun in his
ing to sell this old house, I will kill
the you and burn your house. It doesn't tion of T. M. C. A. buildings at all of iams, Arizona, and Los Angeles..
rode in to ascertain the trouble, be- possession. When told that his gun
Considerably frightened by SanMrs.
Work on these, buildings, which will lieving that perhaps his son was in and. game would have to
matter who t Fou sell it to. I will its division points' between Kansas
threats made in the note,
the burn your bouse with you, together City and the Pacific' coast, now with- be models of their, kind with large trouble. When he arrived ' on 'J the
be backed vpfT and threatened tt
doval has placed the matter in
railroad buildmgs'of this kind., , verandas, reading rooms, gymn aslums scene lie found that Deputy1 Sheriff kill the deputy game warden If hfr
A,, W. G. with your son Jacobito, and ,1 will out
.
hands of District Attorney
v
efAn BDWoprlatid'ri for the first build- and- .sleeping apartments, will com Eugene S. H. Roy and Deputy Game was molested. His brother was killed
Ward and thg; sheriff's office-n- aseer
on
I
S.
5.)
.A.
Warden
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THE RAILROAD WORLD

ent nothing was heard but the steady road. The case, he said, involved a
click of the wheels on the steel rails. large amount in taxes and had requirUNION PACIFIC
The car.swayed around at the sharp ed a great amount of detail of precurve. Then the operator's face at paration. He emphatically declared
once lightened up with a triumphant that no question was involved that in
TESTS WIRELESS
smile.
any way affected government regula"They got it," he cried, "Cleveland tion of railroads. Secretary Dickinhe can hear us as plainly as if son explained that when offered a
IN ENGINE CAB says
we were a regular land station. It's position in President Taft's cabinet
a go as sure as you're born." Schaef- he informed the president that he
er was right. By this feat the atten- dissolved absolutely his connection
j THESE SHOW IT WORKS PER- tion of every railroad executive in with the railroad company, but at
the country has been attracted to the that stage of the suit in question
FECTLY
IN SPEEDING
''
system of Wireless telegraphy as a the company could not employ new
LOCOMOTIVE
means of safeguarding life. Charles counsel who would not have the famE. Daly, first
and gen iliarity with the case requisite to argue
eral manager of the New York Cen it on appeal and he did not feel it
IS MAKING EXPERIMENT tral, has announced that his com was right under such conditions to
pany will install wireless telegraphy abandon the case. The president,
on the fast Twentieth Century Limit- Dickinson said, agreed to this view
and appointed him to the cabinet
Proves That Trains May be Control- ed train at once.
led in This Manner In an EmerTo demonstrate more effectively with distinct understanding that he
gency Such a System Might Pre- his ability to transmit messages from would complete his argument in this
vent Wrecks May be Greatest of a moving train Schaefer got into com- case.
A negro interstate passenger who is
all Safety Appliances.
munication with the station In Chicago. He received and sent, all told, ejected from a train for refusal
Crow
the to comply with the Jim
The control of speeding trains by 200 messages. At no time was stalaw cannot recover damages from
wireless telegraphy took a step for- train out of touch with wireless
the railroad company, . according to
ward when the Union Pacific rail tions.
the decision of Judge William M.
road recently equipped one of its lo
Bowles In the district court at New- comotives with United Wireless Tele RAILROAD NOTES
Oklahoma. This is the first de
kirk,
reArchibald
has
Engineer Byron
graph instruments. With this device
cision so far given on that feature
off.
the train dispatcher may sit at his ported for duty, after a short lay
of the law and will do much to setdesk and send an order directly into
Engineer Lee "Wright has reported tle the status . of interstate passen
the cab of the engine when it Is for duty, after having laid off sever- gers. Train men have heretofore
running anywhere on the division. al trips.
been afraid to compel them to enter
With this machine working an end
Engineer F. V. Hanson has report- the separate coaches when they obwill come to the accidents resulting ed for duty on engine 1604, having jected, for fear of damage suits.
from some telegraph operator's fail dropped off for one trip.
Bowles holds that under deMessrs. Davis, Reed and Nesbit Judge
ure to deliver a train order proper
cision of the United States supreme
are new firemen on the board at the court the railroads have the right
din an emergency with this device roundhouse, from Raton.
to regulate their own interstate comFireman D. McRae has been as- merce,
in operation, the train dispatcher
although In derogation of the
Fireman
to
and
his
engine 1653,
key and far signed
simply will touch
state law, and that if the railroads
1651.
J.
out; on the railroad' line in the cab K
Stuart, td engine
agree to this regulation made by the
William Manchester is ' a new state, the passengers have no right to
of the locomotive rushing into dannow
name
graces object as long as they are given equal
ger, a gong will begin ringing and brakeman whose
tefore the eyes of the engineer a red the extra board at the local yard of- accommodations. The general princi
light will flash, while a miniature fice.
is also laid down that the state it
One new freight crew has been ple
semaphore painted red, will rise to
self assumes the responslbllty for the
the danger, point and both the en- put to work here and it is said that general enforcement of this law, and
gineer and fireman will know there two more crews will be employed that an individual cannot recover
is deadly peril ahead for themselves within a day or two.
, damages because of insufficient or
Conductor W. F. Hetzler returned unequal
and their train.
equipment, although one who
Only one locomotive has been from an eastern trip yesterday and was individually damaged by reason
was
car
once
to
at
a
so
with
'
this
but
assigned
regular
machine,
equipped
of poor equipment or service could
well does it operate that it is only on the third district.
recover for his own individual damW.
H.
Brakeman
Shaffer
has
of
a question
report- ages. E. H. Adams, the plaintiff in
time when the entire
emg
a
for
ed
after
been
car,
having
system will be fitted with the
this case, got on the train at Hut
invention. With wireless sta- ployed in the local railroad yard as a chinson, Kan., to go to Newklrk,
tions all along the line the dispatch switchman for several nights.
Okla.,' but refused to go into the sepSix handsome new cabooses con- arate coach after the train crossed
ers will be in touch with every en-- .
conveniences the state line, and was put off at
taining some modern
gine on the road at all times.
But of greater Importance from a have been received here from the Chilocco. He sued the Santa Fe Raillife saving view point is the exper- Santa Fe shops at La Junta, Colo.
road company, but Judge Bowles inM. H. Smith, telegrapher at Tip- structed the
iment recently tried on the Lake
jury to return a verdict
Shore and Michigan Southern rail- ton, N. M., was badly scalded by es- in favor of the defendant. Judge
steam
from
an
SaturUniuse
a
of
the
with
when
caping
engine
road,
Bowles did not pass directly on the
ted Wireless outfit, messages were day. He will be laid up for several question of whether the separate
a
rapidly moving days.
exchanged between
coach law is an interference with in
A train of eleven cars of cattle terstate commerce.
train and stations.
a
two
and
of
southarrived
an
from
The train equipped with'
sheep
strung along the entire length thern New Mexico this morning and
Catarrh Cannot be Cured '
more
three
trainloads of stock dur- with LOCAL
of the twelve cars, left Buffalo at
APPLICATIONS, as
9:30 o'clock in the morning. George ing the day.
cannot reach the seat of the disthey
Conductor W. L. Love and crew ease. Catarrh is a blood or constituSchaefer was the operator in charge
of instruments on the train. Eight brought No. 39, the meat train, to tional disease, and In order to cure it
miles out of Cleveland he got in this division point, from Raton last you must take internal
remedies.
touch with the wireless station in evening, it being taken to Albuquer Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internalthat city. The train i was going so que by Conductor J. D. Flannigan ly, and acts directly on the blood and
on a freight run.
fast the very slighest curve in the and his
Li J. Jackson, a colored train por, mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure
track would throw the' party of inIs not a
medicine. It was preterested spectators
watching the ter, has resigned the job, after a scribed byquack
of the best physicians
one
over
service
car
,
to
extending
eighteen in this country for years and '19 a
operator from one side of the
the other. The train traveled three months, and has gone to Los Angelprescription.'" It is composed
in
to
bask
es,
Cal.,
the sunshine of regular best
miles from the time the first tick was
tonics known, combined
the
heard until the message was com- friends who had preceded him to that of
with the best , blood purifiers, acting
plete. The aerogant came clear and city.
Frank Snelling has been assigned directly on the mucous surfaces. The
was easily received without interof the two ingreference from the rear of the train. to engine, 1208 as regular fireman, perfect iscombination
what produces such wonderThen Schaefer tried sending. With Frank Connell, to engine 1203; H. A. dients
results In curing catarrh. Send
breathless
interest the spectators Harvey, jr., to engine 1225 ; J. F. Jack ful testimonials
free.
son, to engine 1214 and E. T. For for
crowded around as the operator
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.
his head phones. For a mom tune, to the run on the Glorieta mounToledo, Ohio.
tain.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Mrs. C. A. Rathbun, wife of Sta
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
tion agent Rathbun, arrived in Wagon
Mound from Raton. The- Rathbun pation.baby also arrived, a bright little man
of a year or so. The agent is begin
There are some debts that you can't
ning to like Wagon Mound, now. that pay with dollars.
his family is with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hill have ar
Shake Into Your Shoes.
rived in Arkansas City, Kansas from
a powder. ReAllen's Foot-EasLa Junta, Colo. Mr. Hill has taken
nervous feet
lieves
smarting,
painful,
a position as timekeeper in the masand
and
nails,
Instantly
ingrowing
mechanic's
ter
the
office,
and
Face
Red
Patches
on
position
Terribje
which was vacated by Kirk Scott to takes the stings out of corns and bunbe
Ashamed
Made
to
Victim
Arms
become chief clerk'. Mr. Hill was in ions. It's the greatest comfort disSuffered Intensely for Ten the bonus department at La Junta.
Seen
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
Months Expert Treatment Gave He has a splendid recommendation makes tight or new shoes feel easy.
from the master mechanic there who
.
No Relief Two Sets of the
compliments the young man very It is a certain cure for sweating, calhighly for the services he rendered lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Try
the Santa Fe at that point. He is a it
today. Sold by all druggists and
son of Master Mechanic Hill and
CUTICURA REMEDIES
in
25c
shoe stores. By mall for
wife of Topeka.
ENTIRELY CURED HER
substitute.
Don't
any
accept
stamps.
R.
W.
Station Agent
Hoyt spent
yesterday at the local stockyards, Trial package FREE. Address Allen
Y.
"About two years ago I contracted notwithstanding the squally weather S. Olmstead, Le Roy.-N- .
eczema and suffered intensely for about that prevailed, and 'assisted in the
ten months. At times I thought I loading of sheep, aiong with several
Little Clarence Pa, I honestly don t
would scratch myself to pieces. My other interested parties and Santa Fe believe it does me a bit of good when
covered
with
were
face and arms
large employes. Twelve cars of fleecy felme.
red patches, so that I was ashamed to lows, minus their overcoats,
were youMr.thrash
Callipers. I begin to suspect as
go out. I was advised to go to a doctor
Bachar-acto
Colo.,
Lamar,
by
shipped
who was a specialist in skin diseases,
much, my son, but you have no idea
Bros, and E. G. Henklns. Today how much good it sometimes does me
but I received very little relief. I tried
same
with
the
known
or
same
or
cars
the
number
remedy,
every
sheep to thrash you. Puck.
results. I thought I would never get were loaded out for Appel Bros, and
better until a friend of mine told me to F. D. McCormick and
Tuesday 65
Remedies. So I tried double-dectry theas Cuticura resource,
cars will be loaded . for
and I am very
them the last
glad that I did, for after four or five E. Rosenwald & Son.
applications of Cuticura Ointment I was
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas railrelieved of my unbearable itching. I
used two sets of the Cuticura Remedies way officials are contemplating puttrain,
(Soap, Ointment and Pills), and I am ting- dining cars on the new
the- Katy Limited. The cars have-no- t
completely cured. I always recommend Cuticura to any one that is sufordered as yet and it has not
been
fering and in every case it seems to cure. been definitely decided to put them
Miss Barbara Krai, 629 Mt. Pleasant
the way the passengers
JU
Ave., Highlandtown, Md., Jan. 9, '08." on, but from
stampede into the cafe car which is
put id the train at ' Parsons, Kan.,
ew
totxv
it looks as if the dining car service
will eventually have to be adopted. owWxe.
deawscs
Suffering from Skin Humors, It it is, the cars will be the best
Soothed to Sleep by
that can be had and will cost from
'
It is estimated
$18,000 to $20,000.
Cuticura.
A warm bath with Cuticura Soap and that five cars will be necessary, three
ous wovctcomw
in Texas and two north and east of
gentle anointing with Cuticura Oint
mm
matter
is
The
Parsons.
ment,
of emolli- the serious consideration ofreceiving
sweetestpurest
the ofents, afford immediate
relief in the most dis- -' ficials and some course of action will
tressing forms of itch-in- c. be decided on in a very short time,
burning, scaly and as the cars will have to be built.
To
crusted humors, eczeSecretary of War Dickinson will
mas, rashes, inflammasubefore
soon
Illinois
the
appear
ve- tions, irritations and
chafings of infancy and preme court to argue a case for the
rest
for
Rallroad
Central
Illinois
'childhood, permit
company
and sleep and point to which he was formerly general counMANUFACTURED BVTHE
a soeedv cure when all sel, and the state of Illinois is the
other remedies fail. Guaranteed absoto the suit. Judge
party
opposing
from
the
used
be
and
may
lutely pure
Dickinson's attention being called to
hour of birth.
the matter, he said the suit had alCotlram Soap (25e. Otnttnmt (50c), RmoItct
60c ). and Cbocolate Coati Pllli (25c). are Mid
been argued by him in the low- A
Cnem.
Drue
Uie
ready
world.
Potter
Corp.
throughout
Sol' Propn., 137 Culumbus Ave.. Boston. DImmm. jer court while general counsel of the SOLD BY LEADING DRUGGISTS SQ'A BOTTLE
.
CuUturm Book on Sain
,

.

an-ten-
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AFFRAY NEAR J1ILLSE0RQ

Peru
Hillsboro. N. M.. Oct. 9. John Hoy.
a well known Sierra county cattleman,
was snot ana painfully wounded near
here Thursday by Sheriff W. C. Kendall, the shootinc following an attemnt
on the part of the peace omcer to place
cox under arrest. Although quite badly
hurt, it Is said the wounded man'will
recover.
The shooting took place on
cox's rancn, a number of miles from
Hillsboro and details regarding the
affair are unobtainable.
It is said, however, that the sheriff
went to the Cox place to place him
under arrest, or to lew n attachment
on some property owned by Cox. A
aispuie arose over tne matter and Cox
refused to obey Kendall's orders. According to the rumors which have
reached here, Cox made a motion as
if to draw his gun and Kendall beat
him to it, shooting him in the
shoulder.
y
Cox is famous around this part of
the territory as a man "quick on the
draw." and it is said hno h
cerned in numerous affairs in which
guns piayea a prominent part. Several years ago Cox achieved much notoriety as the result of an escapade
in Juarez, Mexico.
One of Cox's
friends was confined in the federal
prison at Juarez. Cox, it Is said, went
to the prison, where he threw a rope
over the wall and the prisoner was
being lifted over the barrier by Cox,
when the guards discovered them. It
is said that Cox kept a big force
of guards at bay, using a gun
in each hand with telling effect. His
horse was Bhot from under him and he
raced across the international bridge
to El Paso, still keeping his pursuers
a safe distance from him, with one
gun, having lost one shooting iron
when his horse fell.
The prison visitor looked at the occupant of cell 49 through eyes that
were dim with tears, and passed a few
more fragrant blossoms between
the
iron bars.
"You poor unfortunate!" she exclaimed. "So you were brought to
this through sympathy for another.
Tell me all about It. Perhaps something can he done to set you free."'
"Well, mum, 'twas this way," explained the convict. "When
my mate cracked the crib we found
tne DanK watchman asleep an' we tied
an gauged him. It was him as arter-war- d
identified me." "Yes, and the sympathy for another?" asked the visitor.
"It was fer him, mum. My mate
wanted ter stick a knife in him.
If I
hadn't been a fool an done it I
wouldn't be here talkln' ter vnn now "
Boston Traveler.
The exact truth is
horesome or brutal.
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Trouble.
Suffered with Kidney
.
no

.. . . r T
ivir. xtoDeri xi. norriH, wo

vlo.n., rial.,, writes
mi.
xnttBi" Axfcu
"We have never had any other medicine but Peruna in our home since
we have been married.
"1 snnerea witn nmney ana Diaaaer irouuio, uu m
with Peruna made me a well and strong man.
var"My wife felt weak and was easily tired and was also troubled with
and
well
is
she
Peruna
strong.
ious pains, but since she look
"We are both very grateful to you and gladly do we give this unsolicited testimonial, feeling that It Is the least we can do In return tor what
Peruna has done for us."
'.

-

'

Catarrh Entirely Relieved.
Mr. Ira Henney, Fairfield, Freestone

"My daughter Allie, after taking y
three bottles of your Peruna, is entirely
cured of catarrh of the head of two
toms of catarrh.
"I can truly say that Pernna is the years' standing. We recommend Pebest medicine I ever saw. I "will always runa to anybody who has catarrh."
Peruna is manufactured by ths
recommend Peruna to all my friends, for
Peruna Drug Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio,
outarrh."
.

Co., Texas, writes:

"I am completely cured of all

symp-

The manicure girl doesn't have to . It is possible for a man to rise in his
The more a man is pleased with wait till leap year to ask a fellow for own estimation without getting any
himself the less he hleases others.
'
his hand.
nearer the top.
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Catarrh of Head, '
Mr. O. Hallock, Antwerp, Ohlo.writes t
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One-Piec- e

Ladies'
Dresses at

12.50, 14.50, 17.50, 22.50, $25.00
As the Season advances the

e
dress gains in popularity. And this
models. Neat, dressy and attractive, though
the Moyen-;Agradically ''different" from any previous style, they are meeting with the strongest
approval from all. No wardrobe will be complete this Fall unless it contains one

is especially true of

one-piec-

e

or more of these desirable garments

Ladies9 Tailored Suits
15.00, 17.50, 21.50, 23.50, $25.00

Our line of Ladies' Suits is unequaled in the Territory. All of the best models in the more desirable shades at any price you desire, from $15 up to $75. ,

NO TWO ALIKE

ALTERATIONS FREE.

Ladies' Sweaters

Underwear

These early Pall days when it is too cool to go without a
wrap and to warm too wear a coat, a good Sweater strikes the
happy medium, giving the necessary warmth without being
burdensome. We have them in W hite, Cardinal and Oxford and
all desirable combinations,
to
long, at
f 3.00 to tl0.00.
h

Blankets and Comforts
are good things to have and the sooner
you get them the better the selection to
choose from. Prepare for cold weather
by making your purchases now.

Our Fall line of Underwear

:

.

is one of

the best we have had, including Ladies'
and Children's separate garments and
Union Suits in several different qualities.
Fit and service combined in every gar-- ,
ment.

Flannelette Kimonos
are very convenient garments. Warmth and comfort are two
qualities belonging especially to these garments. We have some
extremely pretty ones this Fall, made on .ntirely new lines. The.
patterns and color combinations are unusually attractive and the
garments are well made from the best velours.
Prices range from SI 60 to $4.50.

Misses' and Children's
Dresses
Most people now dress heir children in ready-to-we"it is much more convenient, just as economical and

garments, because
the garments have a
much better style than the average home-mad- e
garments. We have an excellent line of Misses' and Children's dresses made in the newest styles from
such material as Percale, Gingham, Galetea, half wool and all wool Suitings,
Cashmere and Serges. Any color you may wish in almost any style from the
plain little dress at 65c to the elaborately trimmed dress at $8.50.
ar

These garments are well made from first class materials, tastefully
med; and are neat, stylish and serviceable. Sizes, from 3 to 14 years.

trim-

Dress Like Illustration,
made from the best quality Manchester Percale, trimmed in solid color percale,
full, plaited skirt, a very neat; serviceable little dress, only $1.50.

LAS VEGAS DAILYMJPTIC,

SATURDAY,

FEW DOSES END BACKACHE

-

Mrs. H. E. Fell left Thursday for a
six weeks' visit to Denver and other
Colorado points

$1

Mrs. A. B. Lewis returned to her
home In Kansas City Monday after a
pleasant visit to her sister, Mrs. Cora
Hume Archibald, for a few days.

Mrs. J. M. Cunningham
and
daughters. Miss Marguerite 'and Miss
Helen Cunningham, returned during
the week from a few days' visit to
Denver, where they combined business
with pleasure. .

Mary Bearinger, C. L. M. Baily, Clifford S. Losey, W. J. Lucas, T. B.
J. A. LaRue, B. T. Mills, W. E.
Gortner, C. A. Spiess, E. B. Shaw, A.
Mennet, W. R. Tipton, D. C. Winters,
R. Vollmer, H. S. Van Petten and

Ellarton, of Denver, who
was the guest of Miss Mary B. Davis
the first part of the week, en route
home from a visit in California,
continued her journey after a several
days' stay here.
Mrs.

Mc-Nai- r,

Misses Wilson and Kenderdine.

M.

A pretty home wedding will be solemnized this evening at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. F. L. McCall, when
their daughter, Miss Helen LaVefn,
will become vthe bride of James C.
Johnsen, a eop. of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Johnsen. Both the contracting parties
are well known and popular in this
city.

Mrs. H. C. Smith on Thursday afternoon entertained the Ladies' Missionary society of the Methodist church
at her home, 906 Fourth street. The
,ladies present spent a happy afternoon,
as Mrs. Smith's hospitality Is proMiss Muriel Hill yesterday afternoon
verbial.
entertained the Sewing club at the
home of Mrs. C. L. Mann-Bailwhere
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Fleming this she has apartments.
Several of the
week had as their guest for a day Mis members are out of the city, and the
Carrie S. Merriman, an intimate attendance was therefore small. Those
friend, who was en route to Chicago present besides the hostess were Mrs.
from a sojourn on the Pacific' coast, E. W. Lewis and Misses Stoneroad,
which Included also a visit to the Hayward and Hoskins.
exposition.
The Kensington Circle, one of Las
The Ladies' Guild of the "Episcopal
numerous social organizations,
church held its regular meeting at Vegas
met this week on Wednesday after
the home of Mrs. Clifford S. Losey, on noon with Mrs. Ben
Coles.
Eight
Seventh street, Tuesday afternoon. members were present and the guests
The latter part of the afternoon was spent a very delightful afternoon,
passed in social intercourse, delec- which was brought to a close by the
table refreshments being served.
serving of dainty refreshments. The
circle will meet In two weeks with
On Wednesday afternoon the Ladles' Mrs. John Ellsworth.
Catholic
side
East
Altar society of the
church held Its monthly meeting with
Mr.
Mrs. John S. Clark, Mrs.
Mrs. Peter Murphy, at her home on Herbertand
Clark, Mrs. W. B. Bunker.
Fourth street. The regular business Dr. and W.
Mrs. M. F. Des Marais and
of the society was carried out, after little
baby, Lorenzo Delgado, Mrs. J.
which light refreshments were served. D.
Hand, Miss Mollie Primo, a sister,
and Miss Shepperd, a guest of Miss
Mrs. F. B. January and two children Primo
from New York, returned to
Sweet
for
Wednesday
departed
the city the first of the week after a
en
while
friends
to
visit
Mo.,
Springs,
stay at Taos witnessing the
route to Arkansas City, where they week's
will become the guests of Mrs. Jan- festivities of the ' Indians there.
uary's sister, Mrs. W. K. Etter, whose Mrs. J. C. Rex was hostess to the
-husband Is a division superintendent
Ladies' Aid society of the First Chrisof the Santa Fe railway.
tian church on Thursday afternoon at
Mrs. E. R, Collins, formerly Miss the Rex home on Sixth street The
Maggie Flint of this city, is at home ladies spent an enjoyable afternoon in
with her parents for a visit. Her hus-- l social . Intercourse, following a brief
band is one of the Sunday etKtors of business session, which resulted in the
the Boston American, In which city election of Mrs. Wm. Harper, presithey reside. Mr. Collins la well re- dent, vice Mrs. Abbott, resigned, and
membered here as city editor of The Mrs. W. H. Rife, vice president. The
Optic, filling this position about a year next meeting of the society will be
held at the home of Mrs. Rife. .
ago.
Alaska-Yukon-Pacif-

v

One of the most delightful events of
the week was a bridge party given on
Thursday afternoon by Mrs. W. J.
Mills at her home on Seventh street,
complimentary to her sister, Miss
Waddingham, of New York. Two elegant prizes were awarded, the first
prize to Mrs. u. a. opiess anu uie cuuThe
solation to Mrs. J. A. LaRue.
guests present were Mesdames E. W.
Hart, J.. S. Clark, M. L. Cooley, W. B.
t Bunker, W. C. Bailey, S. B. Davis,
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AND

KIDNEYS

SANTA

ACT FINE

Hundreds of folks here are need
lessly miserable and worried because
of
kidneys, backache or
bladder trouble.
If you will take several doses of
Pape's Diuretic 'alt misery from a
lame back, rheumatism, painful stitches, Inflamed or swollen eyelids, ner
vous headache, irritability, dizziness,
wornout, sick feeling and other symptoms of overworked or deranged kid
neys will vanish.
Uncontrollable, smarting, Irequent
urination (especially at night) and
all bladder misery ends.
This unusual preparation goes at
once to the disordered kidneys, bladder ,and urinary ystem, and distributes its healing, cleansing and vitaliz
ing influence directly upon the or
gans and glands affected, and completes the cure before you realize it.
The moment you suspect ny kidney or urinary disorder, or feel
rheumatism coming, begin taking
this harmless medicine, with the
knowledge that tl ere Is no other remedy, at any. price, made anywhere
else in the world, which will effect so thorough and prompt a cure
as a fifty-cen- t
treatment of Pape's
Lluretlc, which any druggist can sup
ply.

Your physician, 'pharmacist,, backer, or any mercantile agency will tell
you that Pape, Thompson & Pap?, of
Cincinnati, Is a large and responsible
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy
of your confidence.
Only curative results can come
from taking Pape's Diuretic, and a
few days' treatment means clean, active, healthy kidneys, bladder and url
nary organs and you feel fln9.
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty-cen- t
treatment -- from any drug store
anywhere in the world.
o'clock in the morning and " had
luncheon, after which a truly delight
ful afternoon was spent playing games
Besides the
popular with children.
hostesses and guest of honor, those
present included Misses Elizabeth
Padgett, Alice Danziger, Ethel Dan- ziger, Marjory Wheeler, Edith Wheel'
er, Charlotte Bradley, Margaret Lar-kinKatherine Larkin and Roy Bouch
er, Henry Lucas and Nelson Miller.
11

,

The Las Vegas friends of James
Mackey and family, of Milwaukee,
will be delighted to learn that they
contemplate removing to the Meadow
City at an early date to remain for a

sojourn of 'indefinite length.
They
formerly lived here for a time, Mr.
in
of
the ever
Mackey being
charge
popular EI Porvenir mountain resort
as manager. . He 'is one of the leading
politicians of the Lake City, where
he has extensive business Interests,
but failing health forces him to seek
a more salubrious climate than that
which characterizes the rigorous winters of Milwaukee.
,

The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Eplscopabchurch met this week
on Thursday at the home of Mrs. Don
W. Lusk on Washington avenue. The
regular business was attended to and
committees appointed, followed by a
light luncheon, after which the guild
adjourned to- meet two weeks hence
with Miss Muriel Hill at the home of
Mrs. Herbert W. Clark, on Columbia
avenue. Those in attendance at the
meeting were Mesdames Clark and C.
W. G. Ward,' the Misses Sporleder,
Ward, Jeanette Ward, Browne, Hoskins, Tamme and Rev. J. S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's church.
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Duffy's Pure TJlalt VJhiskey
If you wish to keep young, strong and vigorous and have on your,

cheeks the glow of perfect health, take Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
regularly, according to directions. It tones and strengthens the heart
action and purines the entire system. It is recognized as a, family
medicine everywhere.
When you ask yonr
CAUTION.
for Duffy'
druggist, grocer or dealer
Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you get
the genuine. It's the only absolutely
malt whiskey and Is
pure medicinal sealed
bottles only
sold in large
never In bulk. Look for the trademark, the "Old Chemist," on the label, and make sure the seal over the
cork Is unbroken. Price $1.00. Write
Alalt
Consulting Physician, Duffy
N. V., for
Whiskey Co., Rochester,
free illustrated medical booklet and
free advice.
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Mrs. Josephine Thomas, Comely Widow of the Ancient City, .Becomes
Bride of Harold Welleker, of Fort
Wayne, Ind., Whom She Had Never
Before Seen. .

Trinidad, Colo., Oct.

9.

at the station in Trinidad,

Moline
Studebaker

WAGONS

VEHICLES

American
Elwood

J

Colorado.
I will wear a white carnation." These

words added as a postscript to a long
and loving epistle brought about a
meeting of one Harold Welleker, of
Fort Wayne, Ind., and Mrs. Josephine Thomas, a young and exceedingly
handsome widow who gave her home
as Santa Fe, N. M. Yesterday in
Denver a mail order courtship culmln-te- d
in the marriage of the romantic couple. Neither saw each other
until Thursday, the wooing having
been done through the medium of Uncle Sam, whose mail system is the
finest in the world. It all came
which
about through a little four-line- r
appeared several months ago in a
matrimonial paper published in Chi-

'
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"Meet me

i

STOCK PENCE
Genuine Glidden

BAKU WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA
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cago.

Wholesalers of
General Merchandise

v
The bridegroom, using the initials
four-linstat-ting
e
H. W., inserted a
ad
widowthat he was a well-to-der of 37, the owner of an extensive
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
farm free of incumbrance, of an exand
tremely domestic temperament
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
the proud father of a
boy. That, being in need of a housekeeper, the worst way, and some one
to play the role of mother, he would
be pleased to correspond with some
middle-agewoman, widow preferred,
.who would appreciate a good home
and hard
with a steady;
working husband, etc. In due course
of time letters' came from all parts
( Incorporated)
of the country, but the short note
from Mrs. Thomas of Santa Fe ap
pealed to him the most, and he
WHOLESALE
straightway commenced a correspond
ence which led to the meeting In
and Dealer In
Trinidad.
common
a
It is
catastrophe in these
WOOL, HIDES
mall order courtships for one or the
other to discover that they have been
"handed a lemon." Very often the
House
man who writes such
let
ters shows up at the village railroad
La Vega, N.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumomrl,
sftatton with a corkscrew curve In his
Mm Mm,
Peooa, Mm Mm, Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
back or a wooden leg, or the woman
who represented herself as a "charm
Ing and accomplished maiden lady of
U5" turns out to be wrinkled with
BAIN WAGONS, tho
Farm Wagon mado
three score years and ten-athen
RACINE-SATTLE- Y
some, with a drug store complexion
CO., Vehicles
a
head of hair, a set
NAVAJO
BLANKETS
of dental molars, and a figure that
was purcnased'-oveicoun
ter in some city department store.
This particular case was an exception
to, the rule, however, for the dapper
young man who showed up at the
station here with a white carnation
pinned to the lapel of his overcoat
g
was
and carried with i.ooo lbs.,
more, each delivery, 20c per 106 lbs.
him an air of prosperity. The widow
2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
from the picturesque city of Santa Fe (,000 lbs.,
was not a shriveled up specimen of
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
feminine dry goods, but a neat and
200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs.,
attractively garbed matron of appar
Less
ently forty. She carried a suit case,
50
lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
a small hand bag and an umbrella,
and rushed up to the gentleman from
Indiana who wore the white carna
tion, and planted such - a smack on
his fait young brow as- would have
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
made the soul kiss of Mrs. Leslie ourity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Veg-Carter look like a two spot in a deck famous.. Office:
'
701 Douglas avenue.
full of aces.
It was rather unfortunate that the
meeting of these two took place in
a somewhat secluded corner of the
Santa Fe depot, and there was pos
sibly only three who saw the specv
tacle. Less than ten minutes were
spent in soft toned conversation and
fe
then the mail order husband and wife
moseyed up town. The intention
doubtless was to pull off the wedding
here, but as the marriage license has
WHOLESALE GROCERS
not been recorded in the office of
the county clerk, and as it has- - been
Sttdi tnd
stated that they left the city on the
first train for the north, they evidentWool, Hides and Pelts.
ly changed their minds, and decided
It would be best for them to tie up in
All kinds of Native Products.
Denver.
o
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ing Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, and
it immediately put new life into me.
I feel wonderfully better, and would
advise any one needing a tonic stim
Miss edna buckler.
ulant that will make them strong and vigorous to take Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey. " Every testimonial is published in good faith, and is
guaranteed.
Men and women in all walks of life testify tjo the great good derived from the use of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, the world's greatest
tonic stimulant.

Largest Wholesale House

GRETA .GREEN

One of the happiest juvenile parties
given In Las Vegas in many weeks,
which was also unique in Its arrangements, took place on last Saturday
afternoon at the H. W. GoeKtz home
on Hot Springs boulevard. The diminutive hostesses of the occasion were
the Misses Dorothy and Louise Goe-litwhile the honored guest was little
Next week will witness the deMiss Olive Jester, of Topeka, Kan. parture for Roswell of Rev. H. Van
The little tots were taken out to the Valkenburgh, who for the
past three
Goelitz home in a large carry-al- l
about years has filled the
pulpit of the First
Methodist Episcopal Church of East
Las Vegas as pastor. Rev. Van Valkenburgh was assigned to the Roswell
charge by Bishop Quayle at the recent
meeting of the annual conference of
this church held at El Paso, Texas,
Miss Edna Buckler, a Prominent
Tomorrow he will deliver his farewea
Young Lady ol Hume, Hi., Praises sermon, and It Is needless to say that
he will be honored on this occasion
Dully's Pure Malt Whiskey for by his entire congregation and other
Restoring Her to Health and admirers. During Rev. Van Valken-burgh'- s
term as pastor of the church
Vigor After Being Very Weak
in this city, it has made steady progand " Run Down" She Recomress, and he leaves it in excellent
shape for the new pastor, who will be
mends It to All in Need of a Tonic
Rev. E. C. Anderson of Santa Fe. Rev.
Stimulant That Makes the Old Anderson is regarded as one of the
foremost ministers of the Methodist
Young and the Young Energetic
denomination in the southwest. While
and Vigorous.
Lag Vegans generally regret to see
Rev. and Mrs. Van Valkenburgh leave,
Miss Buckler recently wrote : "I they will extend them best wishes for
as very weak and run down, had success in their new field of work,
Fall colds are quickly cured by Fono life or energy, was very much in and what will be this city's loss will ley's Honey and Tar, the great throat
be
Roswell's
gain.
need of something that would tone
and lung remedy. The genuine contains no harmful drugs. O. O. Schae-fe- r
up my system and enrich my blood.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
On the advice of friends I began tak4z,

NEW MEXICO'S
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A woman can keep on believing In
hope
some day It will come true.

to
than

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Browne

Haiizauares

o.

Sttdtri

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters In the Territory for

her husband just to he able to

(Contributed)
This season's outlook for athletics
at the Normal university and the East
Las Vegas high school Is very bright.
The pupils at both these institutions
STANDARD BLACK PIPE
of learning'have been busily engaged
of Water Pipe consistTen
this week in organizing athletic asso", 1", IV, 1", 2", 24",
ing of
ciations and literary societies.
The 3",
4" & 6", Satandard Black Pipe new.
enrollment at both of these schools
Oil and Water Well Casing
contain the names of some of the best
athletes.' SUCh nam pa na .Tnhn .iTohh
We also have a lot of new Galvanized
George Pritchett, Art Comstock, Art
of second hand
Pipe. Also a
cennnger, uan Ellis, and others are Pipe, all sizes. Are disposing of this
among those who are taking active In- pipe at reduced prices.
terest in the snorts. The Normal uni
We can dip pipe in asphalbum, if reversity is fortunate in having among quired, at custom prices.
members of the faculty experienced
Pipe cut and threaded according to
coaches.
dimensions.
Literary Society
Pipe ready for immediate delivejy,
Miss Helen Schaeffer, president; for any amount you wish.
Miss Anna McMahon. vice resident:
Call, write or telephone at our exJ. D. Powers, secretary; George Gil- pense and we will give you informachrist, treasurer;
Arthur Comstock, tion over the telephone without any
uiarenai; rror. uarroon, critic; J. D. cost to you.
Powers, Jeanette Ward and Emma
HAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Tamme, program committee.
To reach the Adams Pipe Works
Carl Ellis Will oantntn th fnnthnll take Ranta Fe Ave. car or Pacific
team, which is composed of the fol- - (Boulevard car at 7th & Broadway. Ask
conductor to let you off at Bay St., or
luwuig piayers:
Arthur Comstock, Arthur Behringer, the Adams Pipe Wks.
Carl Ellis, Prentice White, R. G. Head, Phones;
Broadway 1264
Floyd Peterson, George Gilchrist, Clair
Koogler. Earl Hersog. Marion Barker, ADAMS PIPE COMPANY
D. J. Powers, Solomon Gallegos.

WATER PIPE
car-loa-

car-loa-
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who have been active of late when selling captive Yaqui Indians to work agricultural success meant nothing
mention has been made through, these, on the great henequen plantations of more than a maximum amount of lacolumns of the project in Question, or Yucatan.
bor with, their own muscles and those
1879.
Mr. Turner's calm recital of fact3 of their beast of burden. ;Then came
by word of mouth, have now joined the
$
ranks ol the optimists.'
establishes a prima facie case so con- along the wonderful farm machinery
PUBLISHED BY
iha question of water rights vincing that it is only a step to the which helped , to lighten ; their tasks
asi betweenjthe filings of the "grant conclusion that our views of Mexico but they still looked upon, farming
The Optic Publishing Company board
nd A. A. Jones is yet to be de are not only wholly mistaken, but the as nothing more than the hardest
cided, those in a position' to know Intended product of a
ihoobpoeatkd
kind of manual labor. But the
have no doubt but that the final out- and
system of deceptive "theorists" in agriculture, as the far
M. M. PADGETT......;..... EDITOR come will be satisfactory to the inter- publicity. Instead of standing as an mers called them, went ahead with
ests involved. , In other words, the example of the Influence of free insti their .work of establishing agriculturCamfleld project will be built
tutions to' advance civilization, Jrad? al schools and colleges and in
As has already been said, the build and prosperity, Mexico becomes unand state departments
ing of this great irrigation system, der his description, a highly organiz- of agriculture to something like their
which will water thousands of acres ed military dictatorship, based on proper, proportions. Soon the farmers
make possible the development of greed, thriving on graft and enriching began to realize that they' had considEntered at the Postofflce at East and
a great farming area within a radius the favored few at the cost of the free- erable to learn at their own game and
Lag Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
of a few miles of Las Vegas, will dom of the many.
they have not been slow to take ad
matter.
mean the dawn of a new era for the
With Diaz nearlng the end of his vantage of the many opportunities
Meadow City. It will make this city oower a secondary conclusion is that. which have been afforded them.
one of the biggest and best In all the; at his demise, there will be a fight
And perhaps the best work that
RATES
soutnwest.
" "
over the division or tne spoils; Mex- - the agricultural colleges are doing toThe time for boosting is at hand.! too will be racked by revolution and day is not so much in the education
Dally.
(So unsettled that the United. States of the youths to be practical
7.00 Let everybody get the habit.
Per Year by Carrier
and
will have to intervene In the interests scientific farmers as it is in their uniPer Month by Carrier J.
65
which
of humanity and civilization.
A NEW VIEW OF MEXICO
versity extension courses
.20
Per week by Carrier
The outcome of the publication of places many of their advantages
The "wise and enereetln" nia. who the mrner articles will be awaited right in the hands of the farmers of
Weekly
"with interest.
Mexico, Turner charg-hig- h today; .Federal and state agriculturOne year ..
12.00 has brought Mexico from chaos to a
nas
heretofore
eB.
bought silence in al departments are helping out in
condition
of
figures
prosperity,
LOO
Six Months
much in the news of the day. On Boma instances and exerted all the this great work of showing the farmth ifith nf thfa mnnth ho win lasn influence it could on a friendly nation ers how they can make two blades
of grass or grain grow where only
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE.
hands with President Taft across the to suppress others. The Diaz
hnimdarv and the heads el'nment Will Undoubtedly attempt one did before, how they can increase
Do VOU know what. cnnaHtntpq news of the "sister republics" will exchange some
explanation of the slavery each and every one of their crop
,
yields, how they can develop their
paper enterprise? If you read last congratulations, on the peace and charge, at least.
cattle and other live stock to tne
o
night's Optic, which gave in the progress of the two nations.
minutest detail, even to the play by
Mexico has been growing in the es- highest pinnacles of perfection. All
FARMERS ARE AWAKENING
of these great agencies have done a
innings, of the first great game; in teem of the United States as well as
the world's chamnlnnKhln hooohoil in other ways for more than thirty as was stated In the news
great work in teaching the farmers
series between the Pittsburg and De
American capital and energy patches from Washington the other that? brains are quite as essential as
troit clubs, tnen you can answer that have been expended freely in the ex- - day, never in the history of the world brawn if the greatest results are to
the tilling of the
question ror yourself.
ploitation of her vast resources and
there been' such progress made be obtained in
The Optic, which always believes Americans have taken a keen interest jjaa
fields. This has been a fine work
education
as
in
in
the
agricultural
ten-folre
In givlnz its readers thn heat- Tina in a country of tremendous possibil- States during the past eleven and one that will show
And nohence.
made arrangements with the Asso- ities, not more so because of those united
few
a
turns
years
has
progress
years.
Especially
rapid
ciated Press, the greatest
body appreciates this fact more than
possiblities than because it boasted
eervice in the world, to give it a de- a similar democratic government and Deen made asin isthis regardoutduringD.the
the farmers. Topeka State Journal.
J.
year
past
pointed
by
tailed report on these games the day acknowledged the same Ideals of free- - Crosby,
edu-doin
specialist
agricultural
mey are piayea.
The, lengthy tenure of Diaz- cation of the federal department of PRESIDENT'S OUTING
This Is only another illustration why has never
IN MOUNTAINS
ENDS
aroused suspicion of en- agriculture. He shows that there has
The Optic is read by everybody in Las croachments on freedom.
His long Deen a iarge and healthy growth in Glacier Point, Calif., Oct 9. PresiVegas (although perhaps all are not term has been the mark of progress' au
phases of agricultural education, dent Taft spent the night here in a
subscribers). The evening paper gives irom penury 10 prosperity ana, inere-,tn- e
year being noteworthy for the rnn?h hoard room, overlookine the val
you today's big events today, while fore, the necessary reward Of pio- - attention
civen to nrovldlnir facilities lov after nrrlvlne 1nst In time to see a
the morning" papers give you only yes- neer effort and success. If there has
of
sunset. Thousands
for graduate study in agriculture, to magnificent
news.
terday's
been a hint of tyranny or typical reorganizing and strengthening
his
in
were
last
bonfires
lit
night
No
morning, paper, however good,
X,
y honor.
dictatorship, the re- - iege courses, and to multiplying
This morning he descended
can equal a live evening paper in
has come Speedily that, at the nnrtimltifiS for aomitrlnf?
fifinnnilarv
trail to the bottom of the valley,
promptly giving its readers the news, worst, he is a benevolent tyrant and elementarv instruction In .thla the
tnnV liinrh at the Sentinel hotel and
and giving it at a time, in the evening,
indefatigably for the good suhject, than which there is a no more will arrive at the railroad at El Por-o- f
when nearly all the people have tne working
his
people.
important one to the people of the'tal tonight.
time to devote to the news and. adverA directly opposite view of the Mex- - united
States.
tisements of a newspaper.
.
.
.
. ABr
lean government is bound to cause,
HAS AN
maana ,ot
atteL
surprise. But John Kenneth Turner, tural development is going on which!
EASY TIME WITH KLEIN
DAWN OF NEW ERA
in the American Magazine, declares, will be bound to bear
the best of Philadelphia, Oct. 9. Abe Attel,
after 18 months of investigation and
It was not so many years ago, the featherweight
champion, won
The special dispatch from Santa Fe patient study, that Mexico is not a fruit. the
bout
farmers, for the most part, from Patsy Klein in a
In The Optic of last evening, announc- republic at all, its people have no that
looked rather with askance on agrl- - at the Nonpareil Athletic club last
ing that the Las Vegas grant board political freedom, no free speech or cultural education. To most of them
night without ' apparent exertion.
had made formal application to the free ballot and a free press is unterritorial engineer for the use of known; not only is constitutional liflood waters of the Gallinas, Sapello berty a farce, but there are no guar
Stop coughing! Coughing rasps and
and other streams for the big Cam-fiel- antees of life, liberty and the pursuit
tears.
Stop it! Coughing prepares
reclamation project, was the most happiness wnatsoever. As a capstone
the throat and lungs for more trouble.
gratifying news which Las Vegans to the pyramid of facts, charges and
Stop it ! There is nothing so bad for
have read in months, or better per- allegations, he adds that in Yucatan
a cough as coughing. Stop it! Ayer's
Ask your doctor if all coughs are necessary.
chattel slavery flourishes and men,
haps, in years.
If not, then why cough P Ask. u.him about Cherry Pectoral is a regular doctor's
Today every man you met on the women and cnildren are sold like
CO., medicine for
Ayer't Cherry Pectoral.
street had something to say about the beasts. The government knows and
coughs and colds.
reservoir.
The doubting Thomases, permits the condition and abets
by

ptic
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Do you have trouble in the morning "getting np?"
We, :have a Clock that rings for
fifteen minutes "Inter Mittentiy."
Yon just simply have to "get up" or
go crazy. Let us show, you one,;

Price, $1,75
We have Clocks that cost you less,
but don't ring as long. Price, $1.00.
They are all guaranteed for one
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TAUPERT,

Expert Watch Repairing.

City

Is

Alarm Clocks

Jeweler and Optician.::

606 Douglas Ave.

A.T.

A Good One,

Ft Watch Inspector
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to Come To.
IT SO.

OUR ANNUAL GUESTS WILL FIND

2We folks who stay, are glad to see you folks

who come,

Taichert's Store extends a cordial welcome
to annual visitors.

Store at Lin
Saturday, Oct. 9, '0- 9- The Taichert's
cola Ave. next to WellsFargo
Express Co., is one of the
Leading Re tail Establishmen ts
of Las Vegas. Occupies a suf
pre me position in the Cloth''
ing field. And is a point of
interest that no visitor should
miss.

Special Harvest

Carni-

val Offer

Suits pure worsteds
hand tailored latest models.

$14.50

d

d

'

year.
Remember our
count for cash.

Shoes, if not satisfactory cheerfully your money back.
2.50, 3.50, 4.00 and $5.00
Neckwear,

Hats and Shirts

W&&

V

FaU Appareling

and Dress Needs for Women

Hosts of New Thoughts for Autviinrval
Weocr.
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The new goods have arrived and are delighting the early shoppers with their
fresh, radiant beauty. Garments and dress fabrics alike, reflect all that Dame Fashion
from her gilded throne has shown upon.
Every department in this Store effervesces with life and color from thisuperb
showing of magnificent Fall Merchandise. Needs for both Maid and Matron.
,

,

Fashion lovers find here the newest thoughts
in smart Suits, enchanting coats, bewitching
weaves in dress goods, aristocratic silks,
swagger tailored skirts, comfortable underwear in figure, conforming styles, and all the
little accessories and notions which women
are continually needing.

11

1

Attractive as is this Autumnal showing it
not alone to the eye but to
the purse. We have priced the new things most appeals
alluringly. So much, so in fact that
economical folk are purchasing their needs' now.

Suits for Women and Misses' at prices ranging
from $15 to $50 and 1
from $12.50 to
$35 afford a showing which will suit every choice
-p-

1

iece-dresses

and every need.
COME

AND

DELVE

AMONG

THIS STYLE

SHOW

OF

FALL

MERCHANDISE.

5

'The

Store of Quality'
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E. Las Vegas
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rustworthy
mithods daring the
many years of our
dealings have proven

the wisdom of trad-- ing with us. While
working for a business we have been
working for a reputation; we have gain- ed it and it will be
upheld. Every i deal iO
with us is a satisfacr.-- ?
tory deal- we rantee that. '
--

-

j

gua,

-

INTERS

DRUG

CO.,
!

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS
I. Hepp la at the Eldorado hotel
(from Denver, Colo.
J. B. Davis reached here from San
.Francisco yesterday evening.
B. S. Harrison came to town last
evening from Waterloo, Iowa,
Dr. J. M. Cunningham fs visiting
Baton today again on business.
J. R. Stewart Is at the Rawlins
ouse again from Santa Pe, N. M.
Mrs. N. C. Smith ' reached home
from the east yesterday afternoon'.
Apolonio A. Sena reached home from
the eouth on an early morning train.
M. McGulre arrived In "this Meadow
city last evening from Buena Vista,

the cities of Chicago, St. Louis and
Denver, is due to reach home and busl-nes- s
,
this afternoon.
(
Thomas J. Murray is in town today
from Seattle, Wash, in the interests
of the American. Law Book company
at No. 0 Wall street, New York
Mr. and Mrs. William Hanson and
daughter, Mrs. J. W. Dwyer, parents
and sister respectively of F, V. Hanson, the locomotive engineer, are visiting him and family from their home
in Chanute, Kansas..
Jacob Davldhizer, a mesa farmer
who is Interested in the operation of
a steam plow, has gone to La Junta,
Colo., on a business trip which will
last a week. He has relatives residing in that vicinity.
W. O. Woods, James Lowe and Dr.
Win. Porter Mills, members of the local Red Men's lodge, will leave tomorrow for Albuquerque, where the
great council of the New Mexico
lodges will meet Monday.
T. S. Howland, third vice president,
secretary and treasurer of the C. B. &
Q. railroad, car and party, will pass
through Las Vegas tomorrow afternoons on No. 1. en rpute to Williams,
Ariz., and the Grand Canyon.
Mrs. Victoria Sosaya has removed
to thla city from Wagon Mound, ac
companied by a brother, Tranqullino
Roybal, the latter attending school
here this winter. They will be Joined by, the head of the household as
soon as he finishes a Job of carpenat
tering on the Martinez building
'
,
Wagon Mound.
W. A. Givens, Victor Wolfe, E. P.
Mackel and Howard Slmpklns returned this afternoon from Carlsbad, N.
M., where they represented the Las
Vegas departments at the territorial
firemen's tournament.
It is likely
that the next tournament will, be held
at Clovls, though the matter has not
yet been definitely decided.
Robert S. Moore is in the city from
Denver, visiting a brother, J. E. Moore.
He is a passenger conductor running
out of the City of Mexico and while
under medical treatment in Denver he
has been conducting a cigar store,
meeting' his expenses by so. doing.
After spending a few days here. Mr.
Moore will go toMexIco and resume
his run, having been granted a six
months' leave of absence
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I

Q1CD,CC3.CD

,

.

0

fSaint! iguelNationa IBank

Remind us that it is now time
' to
get ready tor winter.

Stoves, Heaters

J.

ptasVegas

M CUNNINGHAM,
President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President.

and

D. T. H08KINS,
F. B. JANUARY,

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
,0
0
0

SURPLUS

CDO,CCO.CO

Cashier.
Asst. Cashier.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Base-Birrve- rs

from SI. 50 up.

WOMEN ARE WISER

than men in many cases.

More women than men save regularly. They know the comfort of having a nest egg for a
rainy day.

'
BE SURE to see our line before purchasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
Stoves bought from us.

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

I

Blankets and Comforts
in great array
$2.48 for an

65c

:

big size,
Silkolene COM-

hand-knotte-

50c

-

FORT, worth 13.50.
for the 85o Double Cotton, 4
Blankets.
for the $1.00 Heavy 10-- 4 Cotton
,
Blankets, all colors.

'

'00

Las Vegas Savings Bank

9--

OFF1CK WITH

Scvn Miguel NaJtioriaJ Bank.

0

0

0
0
0

&0&0&&&&&000O9 & & &&000&0&&0&&$O0O4ft

Only at

gjgg
Opposite

'

.

invitee accounts from both women and men. By putting your
money here you not alone avoid the temptation of spending
it, but set it to work earning interest for you.

DETROITWINS

COLDER WEATHER

(Continued from Page One)

Y. M. C. A.

MEANS

'

and Cobb walked filling the basses
with none out. Crawford flied out to
Clarke in left field, who returned the
.
Colo.
ball too soon for Jones to score, he
Milton A. Falk E. Shrler and U. N.
making no attempt to do so.
line of
iave fine
;Shaffer are New Yorkers at the Cas- singled, scoring Jones and
taneda today.
-- - Bush. At this juncture Manager Clar&e
Comforts
Mrs. M. R. Williams, of this city,
of sent Willis In to relieve Camnltz, who
a
will
be
meeting
There
special
Lock-ara
Mrs.
Josle
is visiting
sister,
M., although sick, Insisted on pitching.
Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. F. & A. ini:AT RIGHT PRICES:
at Raton.
Cobb made a sensational steal home on
7:30 o'clock, for
at
night
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. George Fitzsimmons
first
ball
Willis
the
pitched, going
tiation in the third degree.
LOCAL NEWS
arrived in town from Passaic, N. J
down on the former's wind-uon the California limited this morning.
was
forced
to
third, but Schmidt
It is Valerlo Baca who should have
John McCarm is at the New Optic
of the peace been credited In The Optio last eve- flied out. Pittsburg failed to eet past
Manuel
justice
Segura,
Infrom Fort Madison; F. M. Stanley at
Romeroville; has taken up and is ning with having brought the fine dis first this Inning. Score atB. end of
from El Paso; T. L. Capt from Lamy,
Detroit
2;
ning,
nar-vePittsburg
ownera
sorrel
for
the
horse,
to
the
and
of
holding
pears
apples
play
N. M.
Fourth Inning This was a tame In
branded with an Inverted V and the
carnival from the upper town.
C. G. Welbanks Is at the La Penas both sides were retired in one,
ning,
2.
Douglas Ave:
sion from Chicago; J. H. Morgan from figure
two, tnree oraer.
of
the
Mabel
Miss
Kline,
formerly
C.
R.
Des Moines; Mr. and Mrs.
Fifth inning Abstein made a great
News reached the city this morning Colorado Telephone exchange here, is stop of Cobb's
Smith from Denver.
grounder. Crawford hit
' of now in
and
the
of
postofflce
last
Mora
charge
at
of
death
the
night
for two bases.. , Delehanty walked,
Mrs. O. W. Hereford, wife of the
of
town
at
the
corner
a
Levy
a
citizen,
Rafael
grocery
Don
Ortiz,
prominent
T- - Jones
filed out.
while
railroad conductor residing at 717
BLACK HAND NOTE
MARKET REPORTS.
advanced age. Some years ago and she is said to have few idle mom walked,Moriarty
Schmidt
Fifth street, departed for points in at andeceased
filling the bases.
enta to devote to anything' else.
the
at
resided
upper
the
Missouri last night.
singled, scoring both Crawford and
Jones was thrown out at
New York Metal
Will Smith and Matt Gerk are In town.
(Continued from Page 1)
16cal armory board,
S5lehanty.
The
failed to score. Score
town today .from Watrous viewing
New Tork, Oct 9. Lead and copCol.
Secundino
of
Romero,
Capt
61
end
of
Barnett and party f eight or ten H. M. Smith and
at
Detroit
silver
7;
mnlng,
the big pumpkins at the agricultural
Pittsburg per nominally changed;
burn the house where you live and
Capt. L. W. Ilfeld, 2.
men, are making preparations to start
fair in
the one you sell and its better for
building.
yesterday and decided to have
was
Detroit
in
Sixth,
retired
Mrs. J. W. Lewis and little daugh- ont Monday on a surveying trip north met
inning
St. Louis Wool
your not to sell it because you will
plant erected in the a hurry. Wagner reached first on an
ter arrived In the city from Wagon of Los Alamos on an extended sur a
St. Louis, Oct 9. Wool firm; ter- put your life in peril. I belong to
for the error and went to second on an
armory building, contract
Mound last evening to attend the
vey in the interests of the Camfleld same
out, ritory mediums 23(g28; fine medium the
black hand."
to be let to the lowest bidder. but-w- Sr
'
'
carnival at the ajmory,,
project, r.
".- "Tiielther Mrs. Sandoval nor her son,
jcaught stealing third - by 2224;
Ed Borgelt and Harry Mosimann
catch.
Moriarty's great
have any idea as to who wrote the
The case against N. Leften, who Neither
club scored this inning.
are In town today from the Beulah
of the runs
Donaclano Otero, an
note. They admit that they have
on
and
Market
a
Provision
shop
Chicago
dyeing
repair
Cobb
carnival
Seventh
made
first
his
inning
neighborhood, visiting the
peace on the West side, had hl3 good Bridge street, was dismissed in Jus
been thinking of selling the house
9. Wheat Dec
Oct.
101
Chicago,
of
In
hit
the
to
In
a
and seeing the sights generally.
attempting
right shoulder dislocated while
where they now live, situated below
on the make third series!
8
court
Dec.
Sena's
103
corn
Trinidad
tice
102;
104;
May
an
on
infield
out he was 58
Miss Eugene Herber left last night friendly scuffle with another man, the West side this
the old Mission school, but they canevi
The
59
oats
39
Dec.
Oct
morning.
double-plafor the town of Dona Ana near Las other evening. As a consequence, he dence showed that he was not alto caught by a double play. The
not imagine why anyone should ob41
Jan.
Oct
2300;
May
pork
was
duplicated when Wilson of
Cruces, N. M., where she has been Is unable to continue work with the gether at fault in the matter of as1175-- ; ribs ject to their doing so.
Nov.
They deny
lard
Oct
1850;
1215;
employed to teach a term of school.
bridge building gang on Bridge street. saulting Vicente F. Martinez, from Pittsburg, tried to go to third on an Oct 1135; Jan. 970.
that they-feaany enemies that they
mneia out. No runs this Inning.
Miss Dorothy Ames has come out
know of, and neither do they bewhom he rents the room in which he
Eighth inning Both eldes were re
from New York and will be the guest
Miguel Sacoman, a resident of the does business.
lieve any prospective heir to the
Money and Stocks
In
tired
order
this
at
head
a
of
Inning.
of
was
robbed
K.
West
Miss'
side,
Ringueberg
of a cousin,
New York, Oct 9. Call money property might have written the note.
Ninth
Detroit
In
went
winbut
He
inning
last
the
unusual
of
size,
night.
cabbage
Since receiving the note, they are
Ocate, Mora county, during
Atchihas just supplied order.
Amalgamated 81
Wagner beat out a bunt to nominal;
had been planning to enter the cab- hisW. A. Van Houten
ter. ,
undecided as to what they will do
In Cherry Val- first and it looked as If the
son 121
Y. C. 138
ranch
N.
Sou.
sheep
big
Pirates
at
the
fair
last
in
the displays
today
bage
Rev. Fr. Jennlngsarrived here
about selling the property. In the
Union Pac. 204
ley, a few miles north of this city, were going to make a garrison finish. Pac. 129
meantime the authorities are workevening from Kansas City and is the and thinks that some other party
carloads of Wagner stole second and went to Steel 87
two
steel
with
Mora
127;
in
county,
pref.
prime
take
it
might
guest of Rev. Fr. Bernard Mohan, a swiped it, fearing that
ing on the case. The Sandovals have
Mexican dollars 43.
fine Ramboulllet rams from Iowa,
tnird on an out, but died there, the paper-- 4
taken steps to protect both their lives
patient of St. Anthony's sanitarium, the prize.
will be used In the next two men up, Miller and Abstein,
portion
for a few days.
and property, in the event an attempt
flock themselves, while Deing retirea. ino runs this Inning.
Kansas City Livestock
The members of the congregation Van Houtenhave
Frank F. Zummach, who had been
9. Cattle, 500, in- is maae to carry out the threat
to
differ
sold
been
Oct.
Kansas
others
score
the
City,
.
Final
H.
R.
B,
a
on a trip of inspection to his mines of the Methodist church will give
This latest alleged black hand outent surrounding flockmasters. The Detroit
cluding 300 southerns;, steady. Native
7 9
In the Rociada district and found ev- farewell reception at the church Mon- Ramboulllet
recalls similar occurrences sevrage,
southern
ram
is
the
steers,
representative
steers,
$4.508.50;
4
Pittsburg
.'...2
months
eral
erything satisfactory put there, has day night to Rev. H. Van Valkenburgh
ago, when the lives and
of
French
Btock
of
heifers,
family
Batteries
J2.254.25;
that
Donovan and Schmidt; $3.254.75;
particular
and wife, who will leave the coming
returned to Raton.
ers and feeders, $3.005.00; bulls, property of J. B. Mackel, a West side
Merinos which is famous aiiKe lor us (jamnuz, wiuis ana GiDson.
AH
'of
members
Roswell.
for
week
typeF C. Smith, the Remington
The rams that
$2.504.00; calves, $3.758.00; west property owner, and Lewis Brady, a
and friends are cordially wool and mutton. were
writer man, Is in the city foY a few the churchattend..
At
out of
ern steers,, $3.656.75; western cows, negro barber, were, threatened.
sold
were
The
jumped
Best
locally
Plaster
to
Invited
introthat time no clew was obtained as
days, seeing his customers and
for
?14 pen neaa
$2.754.50.
cars
at
A
the
Springer
of
flannel
piece
with
dampened
ducing a new adding machine attachHogs. 3,000; five higher. Bulk sales, to the guilty persons, who never carChamberlain's Liniment and bound on
William Kremls, who was promin
ment to his typewriter.
di
both
from
trains
to
heavy, $7.607.80; pack ried out their threats or even made
The
$7.307.75;
passenger
the
affected
of
life
business
is
and
social
in
to
the
parts,
superior
Arthur Holzman is paying anotjher ent
and
ers
butchers,
late
been
$7.4007.75; light. an attempt to do so.
have
rections
again
running
had
N.
and
any
When
M.,
troubled
with
piaster.
of his periodical business and plea- the town of Springer,
f Paso
?5.006.50.
El
train
No.
10,
f7.107.55;
the
pigs,
todav.
or
Col
of
as
lame
treasurer
duck
in tne side or
sure visits to this city from Corona, served two terms In
No sheep.
Fidel Ortiz departed for Albuquer
here at 12:20, did chest give It a pains
trial and you are cer
Springer Friday from the west, due
N. M. His cognomen is inked on the fax county, died
Z:Z0
tnis
Btatlon
que on the flyer this morning.
thla
till
reach
not
to
tain
more
be
than
with
He is survived by a wife
pleased
morning.
Castaneda.
Hotel
at
register
Chicago Stock Market
afternoon. The first section . of No. tne prompt relief which it affords.
L. N. McNeace, a former lessee of ana two children.
Chicago, Oct. 9. Cattle 600 steady,
1, from the east, due at 1:50 p. m., This liniment also relieves rheumatic
achas
hotel
here,
the New Optic
Texas steers
4 o'clock,
pains and Is certain to please any beeves $4.258.80;
The private land car, "Zella" be did not pull In till nearly
steers $4.007.25;
companied his mother to the old home
5.25; western
followed by the second section a few one suffering from that disease. Sold
Land
to
company,
the
his
Optimo
from
longing
at Union, South Carolina,
stockers and feeders
No. 2 from the west, by all dealers.
$3.105.30;
of Wagon reached this city this afternoon from minutes2 later. arrived
Tanch in the vicinity
cows and heifers f2.206.00; calves
about the same
p. m.,
"on No. 1 passenger due at
'
station
Tlnton
Mound.
$7.009.50.
time. The evening trains from tne
Deacon J. F. Peters left for Chicago
.
E. J. McWenle, manager of Las train, bringing a number of prospective
Hogs 4,000, five hlgheri light $7.25
land buvers and homeseekers here in east are both reported on schedule on a delayed ' train this afternoon, (37.90;
visitbeen
who
has
mixed $7.458.-0- ;
roller
mills,
Vegas
heavy $7.35
time.
and
carnival
harvest
to visit the
after having closed some land deals
8.15; rough $7.357.55; good choice
ing the wheat belts of Kansas, also time
that ,pald him amply well for the heavy $7.558.15; pigs
$5.757.00;
trouble and expense of accompanying bulk of sales
$7.608.00.
a party of land and homeseekers out
1500
steady; native $2.50
Sheep
from that city.
4.20; western $2.755.00; yearlings
$4.505.50; lambs, native $4.2507.15;
Meat Market
k
of Success
, The
western $4.607.10.
lies in a keen, clear brain, backed by
Phone Vegas 450
,
indomitable will and resise'ess energy.
The OdMc leads; others tag.
Such power comes from the splendid
health that Dr. King's New Life Pills
Impart. They vitalize every organ
That is a jfcremen-:lou- s the most sweeping statement- vcr
and build up brain and body. J. A.
fact "for users of put behind a heater, and it puts us
Harmon, LIzemore, W. Va., writes:
dealers.
stove
of
lead
all
the
in
heaters.
They are the best pills I ever used."
25c at all druggists.
Let us show you this remarkable
Your fire is never
heater this clean stove this conout!
Jose Rodriguez was arraigned be
A hat full of coal tinuous fire "holder this expense
2,000 lbs or more each delivery- - -- 20c per hundred
'
fore Justice of th Peace D. R. Mur
in
and
the
vtt- nioof
nil
this
nisrht.
cutter
beauty.
w Knrne
a uuu
i m If
c
y i
"
'
30c
iij
with
drunk
)
this
i,uuu to ,uuu lbs. "
ray
morning, charged
I
a
morning instead of building Jhe Are, shivering in
enness.
He was sentenced to wor,t
- . A
"
200
to
40clbs.
1,000
aw.
chilled room and waiting forhe nre to near up,
Hot
eight days on the streets.
50 to 200 lbs.
"
50c

MORE BEDDING

see for themselves just what this section of country can produce in the
way of fruits, vegetables, grains, grasses and livestock when the proper
efforts are made.
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Will You let us Show You?
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Fresh Fish
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Just in from

California

A hat fulf of coal lasts all night
m COLE'S HOT BLAST

Star

Bed-Roc-

.

.

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED

WATER

PRICES:

ii,.

.

Cole's

Von open a draft only

Blast

'

$10 Up

nd there is fuel enough left to warm up

If people with symptoms of kidney
or bladder trouble could realize their
danger they would without loss of
time, commence taking Foley's Kidney Remedy. This great remedy
stops the pain and the irregularities,
strengthens and builds up these organs and there is no danger of
Bright's disease or other serious disorder. Do not disregard the early
symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

Take note that this heater burns

We guarantee it, and

soft coal, Lard coal, wood,
not only say this.
word is backed by the largest manufacturer slack, lignite or cobs and we
'guarantee it against any heater,
soft coal heaters in America.'
twice or three times
W gurantee a saving in fuel of a third. size for size, at
J

.

save ; its price.
This is a conservative guarantee. You really
bill
fuel
winter's
by ; ; Ours is the Original Cole's Hot
to 60 per cent of your
one-haBlast, with the name Cole's on the
stove.
V"
using this
v,
t ut nnr miarantee on Cole's Hotv Blast is j feed door.
lf

'

JJurns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Coal, Wood or Cobs.

IT.

J. GEHRING,
51--

5l

Douglas Ayenue.

Draft
burning the OAS
half of soft coal
Shows Top

r

Less than 50 lbs.

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

75c

-

McGulre & Webb
v

Phone Main 227

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co.
of La.s Vegas.

Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-gls- t
aivl pshychometrist, gives readings
We are now making the finest beer in the - Southwest.
Boost
dally at 717 6th street Development
circles will be held for next twjo home industry and telephone your orders to us for either' ke
or
months. Astral colors magnetized .a bottle
!
":- ."
beer.
..
and
in
Lessons
astrology
specialty.
Evenings by appointment
'
hypnosis.
PHONE MAIN 67
159.
Phone
.
only.
Vegas

SiX

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

'

WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT
ina hundred ways-a- nd,

TO-DA-

Y!

--

i

-1

line

"

,

rf Is what every advertiser wanta
for his, money. He gets It from

optic

-

Wanteds

By Month.

B. H.

I

ROBISON, President

Omaha, Nebraska, V. 8.

They are certain money get- ters. They bring quick and
satisfactory returns. Advertls- era say so the checking sheet
proves It Try one today and
be convinced.
MAIN 2

THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
"

;
Omaha, Nebr.
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
on my life as d paid-upolicy with loan privilege. I desire to
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
written.
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessment I have.
Joseph H. Engelka.

fe

Wanted, Etc.

can easily make irdm
per week working
for me quietly in her own home
locality. This Is a bonaflde offer-- one
which will pay you to Investigate, even If you can only spare two
hours per day. No investment required. Turn your spare time Into
money. Write me at once for particulars. Address Harriet M. Richards,
Box 30, Woman's building, Joliet,
Illinois.

ANY

to

.

THE SURPLUS

LADY

$18.00

J25.00

EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE

H. C. Kelley,
Manager
and Arizona
New Mexico

East Las Vegas,

To rent a typewriter, Un- FOR RENT Upright Steinway piano.
608 Main avenue.
derwood preferred. Address Optic.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
MEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
for light housekeeping. 614 Twelfth
Short time
required; graduates
Street
earn $12 to $30 week . Moler Barber college, Los Angeles.
FOR RENT Two pr three light houseWANTED
Position as housekeeper.
keeping rooms. Apply 920 Galllnas
Widow with child. Address Mrs. J.
avenue.
A. Shrewsbery, Ava, 111.

WANTED

Agents Wanted

FOR RENT Three light housekeeping
rooms for ten dollars, 717 6th.

NORTH POLE discovered by Ameri- FOR RENT Store- room, No. 618
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker.
cans. Cook's own story and Peary's
expedition. Of thrilling interest.
Outfit
free.
Going like wildfire.
Big terms. Act quick. Ziegler Co.,
267 Fourth street, Philadelphia.
-

Miscellaneous

WANTED

at once, reliable

represen-

X. M.

For Rent

Table boarders
at 712
Fifth street. Phone Purple 6112.
FOR RENT Furnished
front bedMeals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
bath. 508
electric light,
room,
Main avenue.
WANTED
Experienced
laundress,
also lady who desires to learn. FOR RENT Finely furnished room,
Pearl Hand Laundry, cor. Twelfth
bath, furnace heat. Close in. Gentleman only. Inquire Optic.
and National.

WANTED

done for art embroid
for holidays.
ery. New designs
712 Fifth street

STAMPING

tatives In this vicinity to look after
renewals and new subscriptions, part
or whole time, lor the fastest grow
ing magazine in America. Liberal SHAMPOOING, electric scalp massag
salary and commissions. Live men
ing or mechano therapeutic treat
and. women make $35 to $150 a
ments. Call on Mrs. Dr. Griest,
month. Appointments now being
Phone Vegas 85, 1017 7th street.
made, write immediately to Director of Circulation, Hampton's Maga
zine, 6 West 35th street, New York

Salesmen Wanted
TRAVELING MEN are earning from
$5 to S10 ner dav carrvine
our

pocket side line. For particulars ad- aresa zwtn uentury Mrg. jo., 1303
Wells street, Chicago.
SALESMAN WANTED Covering ter
ritory or New Mexico, to carry the

strongest, most complete souvenir
postcard line, as side line. Holiday
cards sell rapidly now. Chance o
make big money. Address Gartner
& Bender, Dept. S., Chicago.

For Sale
FOR SALE A splendid family horse,
buggy and harness. A snap for
quick sale. Can be seen at Clay &
Havens stable, Twelfth street, for a
lew days only.

REALTY REPORT
(Business

Men's

Association)

Warranty Deeds
Lorl G. Calhoun ef ux to A. T. Ro
gers, jr., September 14, 1909, consider
atlon $1, convey lots 6 and
blk. 4
Lopez, Sulzbacher and Rosenwald ad
dition.
Lucile E. Maxwell to Lorl G. Cal
houn September 7, 1909, consideration
$1, conveys lots 6 and 7 blk. 4 Lopez,
sulzbacher and Rosenwald addition,
Augusta E. Schultz to Earl S. Show
alter September 30, 1909, considera
tion $1 conveys lots 9 and 10 blk. 2
Martinez addition.
Browne heirs to Cecil W. Browne,
Sept. 14, 1909, consideration $1, con
veys lot 31 blk. 60 Buena Vista addi
tion.
Browne heirs to Lydla M. McNalr
September 14, 1909, consideration $1,
conveys lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, blk. 20
San Miguel Townslte Co.
Browne heirs to Evan H. Browne
September 14, 1909, consideration $1,
lot 4 blk. 8, Las Vegas Town Co.
Browne heirs to Constance S. Par
sons, September 14, 1909, consideration $1, conveys. lots 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
blk 20 San Miguel Townsite Co.
Browne heirs to Millard W. Browne
September 14, 1909, consideration $1
conveys lot 5 blk. 8, Las Vegas Town
Co.

California. Arizona,

'

the Northwest, etc.

sep-tio-

In

rl

;Si

,

SOCIETY.

Regular services every Sunday mornNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
There's mighty little use in being so
ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall, good that everybody will wish you
(Not Coal Land)
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
were a horse thief so you could be
Denartment of the Interior, U. S.
tolerated.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
20, 1909.
It's A Top Notch Doer
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 Na
Notice is hereby given that Jose a.
Great deeds compel regard. The Mfidlna. of Gonzales. San Miguel coun
tional avenue. East Las Vegas, N. M.
'
Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity, world crowns its doers. That's why ty, N. M., who, on February 6 1903,
October, 10, 1909. Holy Communion the American people have crowned made Homestead Entry No. lizs ror
7:30. Sunday. School 9:45. Morning Dr. King's New Discovery, the king E 2 SE 4 ot Section 10 and E 2
of throat and lung remedies. Every NE 4 of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
prayer and sermon 11:00.
This church is open daily for pri atom is a health force. It kills germs, Range 23 East N. M. P. Meridian,
and colds and la grippe vanish. It has filed notice of intention to make
vate prayer and meditation.
heals cough-racke- d
membranes and final five year proof, to esablish claim
inflamed bron- to the land above described, before
Sore,
stops.
coughing
METHODIST CHURCH. Rev. H. chial tubes and lungs are cured and Robert
L. M. Ross, U. S. court comCorner hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More,
Van Valkenburgh,
pastor.
at Las Vegas, N. M., on
missioner,
Eighth street and Douglas avenue, Black Jack, N. C, writes "it cured me the 16th day of NovemDer, laua.
Owing to the fact that the newly of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trial
appointed pastor will not reach this by all doctors." 50c, $1.00.
AHoonatnn Salazar. Julian Salazar,
Van
Rev.
next
Valken
week,
city till
bottle free. Guaranteed by all drug- Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benigno Ro
burgh will fill the pulpit Sunday. gists.
mero, all of Gonzales, jn. m. i
MANUEL R. OTERO,
morning subject: "The Mystery of
the Open Gate." Evening: "A FareRegister.
"Guzzler opened six bottles
Blobbs
well Appreciation."!
of wine last night." Slobbs "He's a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
corker." Blobbs "I should say he was
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH an uncorker."
(Not Coal Land)
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
of the Interior, U. S.
Department
avenue and Tenth street.
More Than Enough Is Too Much
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
Com
with
Holy
Morning worship
a mature man 20 1909.
To maintain
'
munion at 11 o'clock. Bible Study or woman needshealth,
Just enough food to
Notice Is hereby given that Ascena.
9:45
session
at
school
and Sunday
the waste . and supply energy sion Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel
m. Young People's Society at 7 p. repair
and body heat. The habitual con- county, N. M., who, on March 12, 1903,
m.
of more food than is neces- made Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
A very cordial Invitation to all peo sumption
of Section 11 and N
for these purposes Is the prime W
SW
sary
ple. The church especially welcomes cause of stomach troubles, rheumat- NW
of Section 14, Twp. 17 North,
to the Communion any who are stran- ism and disorders of the kidneys. If Range 23 East, N. M. P., Meridian,
gers or sojourners in the city.
troubled with indigestion, revise your has filed notice of intention to make
diet; let reason and not appetite con- final five year proof, to establish
BAPTIST CHURCH
Main avenue trol and take a few doses of Chamber- claim to the land above described, beLiver Tablets fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
and Sixth street, O. L. Bishop, pastor. lain's Stomach and all
right again. commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
The regular Sunday services at the and you will soon be
For sale by all dealers.
the 16th day of November, 1909.
Baptist church, Sunday school at 9:45
Claimant names as witnesses:
a. m., preaching at 11:00 a, m.K and
Jose B. Medina, Benlgna- Somfiro.
7:30 p. m. B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
was
at
man
the
"Who
best
Wlgg
Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales,
Subject of morning sermon: Essen Henpeckke's
wedding?" Wagg "I
N. M.
tials for a Revival." A cordial wel- rather imagine Mrs. Henpeckke was." an of Gonzales,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
come to all.
Register.
Cold Weather Advice
to all is to beware of coughs and
A woman's deception , Is more
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Meade Ervin Dutt, pastor. Services colds on the chest; as neglected they natural than a man's sincerity.
in National Guard Armory, Douglas readily lead to pneumonia, consumpMr. F., G. Fritz, Oneonta
N. Y.,
avenue. Bible school at 9:45 a. m. tion or other pulmonary troubles.
Sublect. 11 a. m : "Heavenly Citi Just as soon as the cough appears writes: "My little girl was greatly
Horehound Sy- benefited by taking Foley's Orino Laxzenship.' Subject, 7?30 p. m: "The treat It with Ballard's
Marriage Question." This sermon rup, the standard cure of America. ative, and I think it is the best remwill deal with the essentials to a hap Use as directed perfectly harmless. edy for constipation and liver troupy marriage. Also the causes of di- A cure and preventive for all diseas- ble." Foley's Orino Laxative is mild,
vorce and the New Testament stand- es of the' lungs. Price 25c, 50c and pleasant and effective, and cures ha$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block bitual constipation.
O. G. Schaefer
point of this evil.
,
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Depot Drug Co.,
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
at once, acts as a poultice, gives
instant relief. Williams Indian Pile
Ointment Is prepared for Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold by
druggists, mail 50c and $1.00. Williams'- Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co.

15 R. 17.

.

ft

If you want to get things coming
your way see that the way Is clear.
How to Cure a Cold
Be as careful as you can, you will
occasionally take cold, and when you
do, get a medicine of known reliability, one that has an established reputation and that is certain to effect a
quick cure. Such a medicine is Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy. It has
gained a world wide reputation by its
of
remarkable cures
this most common ailment and can always be depended upon. It acts on nature's
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectoration, opens the secretions and aids
nature in restoring the system Xo a
healthy condition. For sale by aln
dealers.

It worries some people to think
they have nothing to worry about.
Hamlet
had melancholy, nrnh&hlv
an inactive liver. A bad liver makes
one cross and irritable, causes mem-ta- l
and physical depression and may
result disastrously. Ballard's Herbine
is acknowledged to be the perfect liver regulator. If you're blue and out
of sorts, get a bottle today. A positive cure for bilious headache, constipation, chills and fever and all liver
complaints. Sold by Center block
Depot Drug Co.

.
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Quit Claim Deeds
Frederick E. Olney et ux, to Boaz
W. Long, September 27, 1909, consiIt doesn't necessarily take a
deration $1, conveys 160 acres in sec. square man to be
cornered.
7 Twpi 15 R. 20.
Edward D Raynolds to Fred W.
C. R. Kluger, the jeweler, 1060 VirBrowne September 29, 1909, consideAve., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
ration $720, conveys sec. 21 Twp. 15 ginia
"I was1 so weak from kidney trouble
R. 19, 480 acres.
that I could hardly walk a hundred
feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
Never Worry
Remedy cleared my complexion, curabout a cough there's no need of ed my backache and the irregularities
worry If you will treat it at its first disappeared, and I can now attend to
appearance with Ballard's Horehound business every day and recommend
Syrup. It will stop the cough at once Foley's Kidney Remedy to all Buffer-erand put your lungs and throat back
as it cured me after the doctors
Into perfectly healthy condition. Sold and other remedies had failed." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.

.X..

1--

1--

4

Browne heirs to Helen F. Browne,
September 14, 1909, consideration $1
conveys lots 19, 20, 21, 22, blk,
Pablo Baca addition.
Browne heirs to Ernest L. Browne,
September 14, 1909, consideration $1
conveys lots 18, 61, 62 63, blk. 3 Pa
to
blo Baca addition.
Browne heirs to Ruth A. Blackwell,
September 14, 1909, consideration $1
conveys lots 12 to 32, blk. 6, Pablo
Mexico,
Baca addition.
Eli Hilty et ux to L. P. Browne,
April 3, 1882, consideration $125, con
Ope way Colonist Tickets on sale veys lot 31 blk. 50 Buena Vista Town
:
daily September 15 to October 15, Co.
1909,. inclusive. Accepted in .tourist
W. B. Martin, jr., et ux to John W.
sleepers on payment of Pullman fare. Hogan September 13, 1909, consideraOnly a few points shown below. tion $2400, conveys 160 acres in sec.
For fares to other points and informa- 14, Twp. 15 R. 17.
J. M. Lyon et ux to W. F.
tion about the liberal stop-ove- r
privSeptember 14, 1909, considera
ileges accorded, phone, write or see
me.
tion. $1, conveys 200 acres in
30 and 31 Twp. 18 R. 18.
Los Angele3,
$25.00
"
Richard A. Morley et ux, to Mrs.
San Francisco
25.00
San Diego
25.00 Nellie Glasgow September 22, 1909,
Pasadena
25.00 consideration $1300, conveys S. E. 14
Redlands
25.00 sec. 19 Twp. 16 R. 18.
Salvador Serna to Gabriel Montoya,
25.00
Sacramento
San Jose
25.00 June 15, 1908, consideration $215, con25.00 veys land in San Miguel county.
Santa Barbara
Board of Trustees to Salvador Ser,
Fresno
25.00
na,
25.00
February 4, 1908, consideration $1,
Monterey
. . 25.00 conveys 160 acres hi sec. 6 and 7
Ontario
25.00 Twp. 14 R. 19.
Phoenix
25.00
J. M. Lyon et ux, to W. B. Martin
Kingman
Goldfield
nr. 35.60 Jr., October 24, 1908, consideration
35.60 $1 conveys 120 acres in sec. 14 Twp.
Tonopah

FOR SALE Tent house, fixed with
feed room and stall for horse or
cow. Inquire 800 National.
FOR SALE All wool portieres, never
used; blankets and comfortables
25.00
7J2 Fifth street
Guaymas
25.00
Mexico City
25.00
FOR SALE Stamping done and art San Luis Potosl...
Tickets and sleeping car space may
needlework materials. 712 Fifth
be had by applying to
street- R. W. HOYT,
IF YOU WANT a good horse and
buggy, something particularly good,
Agent
at a price that will appeal to you
Las
Vegas, N. M.
Call at Clay & Havens' stable, where
the rig can be seen.
If there Is anything you want, The
FOR SALE- - Legal blanks of all
can get it for you. If it's some
Optic
scrlptlcn. Notary seals and recorti
thing you don't want, The Optic can
at the Optic office. ,
ell it for yon.
OLD newpapers (or sale at The Op
Once in a while a man is good be
tie offlce. io cents a bundle.
cause he doesn't know any better.

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

1-- 2

LOW FARES

City.

BOSS BREAD

Third mass at
Spanish. Masses
or in music,
of mixed voices.
and benediction.

SCIENCE

THE

'

For Bates and Information Write

Pioneer Building

4

1--

"

.

And Yovi Will Always Have

'

Lindsay, Neb., June; 8, 1909.

p

TELEPHONE

T EMT FLO

B

for English speaking
Tuesday 4 p. m and on
a. m.; for Spanish speakon Thursda7 4 p. m., and
at 9 a. m.

CHRISTIAN

( !

1J S Li

CHOIR LOFT

Sisters of Loretto.
10 a. m. ' Sermon in
in Gregorian chant
rendered by a choir
At 7 p.,m., vespers

Reserve
Life Company

:

AND

TTTTTTT

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
ROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor,
First mass at 6 a. m.
Second mass
8 a. m.
Sermon In English for the
children.
y the
Hymns rendered
children under the direction of the

5J6e Bankers
f

T

T

7:30 p. m.

Catechism
children on
Saturday 10
ing children
on Saturday

-

i

4- -

at

Cents Per

By Wepk- -50

T

pastor.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second
Sunday-schoo- l
mass at 10 a. m.
in
English and Spanish at 3 p. m., in
Spanish at 1:30 p. m. Rosary and
benediction of the blessed sacrament

Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.

Quick Action

:

20 Cents Per Line

'

9, 1909

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

ADVERTISE - THE OPTIG
First Insertion 5 Cents a Line

'

PULPIT

to YOU

in ONE of Them at Least,

OCTOBER

SATURDAY,

E5

Jew Mexico

9

Territori al Fair

Altaprqiie ,

Oct.

11-1-

09

6

Tickets on sale Oct. O to 1G Inc. with
Return limit Oct, 13, 'OO.

Faro for fho
Rornia Trm Q!IQdJD
J?. IV HOYT, Arjcnt
EL

PASO-TEXA-

S

October 16, '09
Taft-Dia- z

Meeting

Tickets on sale Oct. 14,
With return limit Oct.

Fare for the

Ens
KU2

R.

15

and 16

18,

1909

(125

W,HOYT, Agent

"V

If

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

THE

BEST

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO 2. A. P. & A.

AijaUaEtlo
She (at the art exhibition)
can you tell the masterpieces?
He By the price tags on

How

them.-Chicag-

News.

(

ring around the moon means rain,
As many of us know;
One round the Anger of a girl
Ah. that means reign also.
Boston Transcript.
A

PHYSICIANS

9, 1909

EVEN

East Las Vegas Who Has
a Bad Back Can Ignore This
Double Proof
Does' your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Backache is kidney ache.
With It comes dizzy spells.
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
Distressing urinary disorders..
Cure the kidneys to cure It all.
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re-

No One In

HANpLED

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY

OCTOBER

DOUBT DISAPPEARS

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SATURDAY,

M.
Regular, com
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays in
"Man was made to mourn," quoted
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
the moralizer.
brothers
cordially
Main 1.
"Yes," rejoined the demoralizer,
Invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chas.
"and woman was made to see that he
Calls answered day or night
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
does it" Chicago News, ,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
"Does yonr husband every worry
LAS VEGAS COMMAND ERY NO. 2,
about the grocer's bill?"
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
"No; be eays there's no use of both
Has himself and the grocer worrying about
conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
tbe same bill." Boston Transcript.
each month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
iohn
m.
S. Clark,
Temple, 7:30 p.
Wear you tight shoes for fashions
K. C., Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
sake.;
'tis lots of fu- nBesides,
M.
B.
Dr.
to
Williams.) Two corns with but a single ache,
(Successor
LAS VEQAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYaf Arch Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand Two toes that throb as one.
Exchange.
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
convocation firjt Monday in
Main 57.
each , month at Masonic
with
that little
Short Jl Long calls
bill tell him I'm, out
Temple, 7:30 d. m. M. R.
Mrs. Short But that would be tellWilliams, II. P., Chas. H.
ATTORN EY8
a falsehood.
ing
Spor.odier, Secretary.
Short Nothing of the kind. I'm out
GEORGE H. HUNKER
of cash.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
Mrs. Henpeckke What do you mean,
Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas Nw sir, y telling Mrs. Talker's husband
meet every Monday
Mexico.
yoit never ask my advice about anyCastle
eveniDK to
thing?
Hall, Visiting Knights
Henpeckke Well, Marie, I dont;
are cordially invited.
jGEORGE E. MORRISON
you don't wait to be asked. Life.
.

-

.

lief.

Bring thorough, lasting cures.

HIGH SCHOOL

-

T-

Or-vil-

You have read E. Las Vegas proof.
Read now the E. Las Vegas sequel.

Renewed testimony; tested by time.
Charles O'Malleyj 713 Main ave., E.
Las Vegas, N. Mex, says: "In 1907 I
publicly recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills and at this time I can corroborate the statement I then gave in
their favor, and say that I have had
no further need of a kidney medicine.
I obtained Doan's Kidney Pills at the
Center Bjock Pharmacy and the cure
they effected has been lasting."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-MilburBuffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

In London

Post Office.
Garbage
Not always is the parcels post In
England a thing of delight. Hunters
who shoot woodcock and quail" and
fishermen who Wave a successful day
send the trophies of their sport to
friends at remote points on the litttle
island called Great Britain by parcels
post In the holiday season, when
there is the vast mass before it can
be delivered, and there Is a rush of
garbage men and garbage .wagons to
clean it out. New York Press.

"T heard your baby crying nearly all
night. What was the matter with it?"
"I think she wanted me to get up
E. Las Vegas. and carry her around, but I was
Wheeler
Office:
Bldg,
Seal.
afraid if I did you'd be disturbed by
hearing me tramping the floor over
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
I your head." Chicago Record-HeralUNION OF AMERICA Meets first
Boy's Essay on 'Possum.
A
youth who was studyand third Wednesday of each month
IAS VEGAS SANTA ROSA
"There's this to say of the "pos
methods of proposal
the
approved
ing
" writes a Georeia vniinrtitr.
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
asked one of his bachelor friends if sum
should
man
"He
alnt no bear, 'cause he's always
a
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
young
Tie
that
AUTU LINt
thought
1
propose to a girl on his knees. friend grinnln' like he was in a good humor
Secretary. Visiting members
with ever'body. It's Just as if, when
"If he doesn't," replied his
Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
cordially invited.
should get off." Everybody's. you tol him you was goin to kill
mall, express and passenger line 4 "the girl
him, an' cook him, an eat him for
The auto
Is now in operation.
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O.. F.
"I don't believe in these faith cures dinner he looked on it as a good
e
between
round
the
of
and
fourth
makes
meets second
trip
Thursday
Joke Just took if for a laughin' matbrought about by the laying on
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three 4 hands," remarked one woman to
evenings of each month at the I. O.
ter. I don't know whether hp is Just
times a week. Mondays, Wed- O. F. hall., Miss Bertha Becker, N.
or was born grinnln'!"
'
"Well, I do," rejoined the other. I
Atlanta Constitution.
neBdays and Fridays. .
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. Q.; Mrs
of
the
cigarette
little
boy
cured
my
Adelene
EnT. F. Dailey. Secretary;
The auto leaven Murphey's drug
habit that way.'WPhiladelphia
Well Known Hotel KeeDer Uses anH
7
both
visits
a.
store
m.,
at
post
Smith, Secretary.
quirer.
Recommends Chamberlain's Colic,
offices and leaves Winters' drug
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"We are told, Tommy," said the
B. P. 0. E. MEETS SECOND AND
store on the West side for Santa
"I take pleasure In saying that I
school teacher, "that we shouid
Sundav
each
fourth Tuesday evenings
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
love our neighbor. Now, who is your have kept Chamberlain's Colic, CholVisiting
month vat O. R. C. hall.
era and Diarrhoea Remedy In my fameither Murphey's or Winters'
at
neighbor. Tommy?"
brothers are cordially invited. W.
stores.'
But Tommy Tucker merely blushed ily medicine chest for about fifteen
drug
W.
D.
He years, and have always had satisfacM. 'Lewis, exalted ruler;
hung his uead and said nothing.
The round trip ,f are Is $11; one
the
little
tory results from its use. I' have adtell
want
girl's
to
didn't
"
Condon, secretary.
ministered to a great many traveling
way $6. Each passenger Is al- name. Chicago Tribune.
men who were suffering from troubles
lowed to carry not to exceed 25 4
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
and
A school teacher had been telling a for which it Is recommended,
pounds of baggage; Express paek-- 4
and fourth
,, second
the story of the have never failed to' relieve them,"
small
of
class
pupils
can
4
be
and
handled
also
are
ages
month.
Thursday evenings of each
of America by Columbus. says J. C. Jenkins, of Glasgow, Ky.
left at either of the drug stores 4 discovery
All visiting brothers and elstera are
"And all this happened over 400 years This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
mentioned.
4 ago," said he in conclusion. The eyes
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah , A.
Mrs. Ida
of a little boy opened wide in winder.
Any man. may have' his price, but a
Chaff in, worthy matron;
"Oh, my, what a memory you've got!" woman can generally make him feel
Seellnger, secretary.
he exclaimed. Exchange.
cheap.
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
'1.0.0. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.at Letters
Mistress You know, Melinda, we're
Money Comes In Bunches
remaining uncalled for the all very fond of you. I hope you like to A. A. Chlsholm, of Treadwell. N.
4, meets every Monday evening
1909:
week
8,
October
ending
your room 'and are content with your Y., now. His reason Is well worth
their hall on Sixth street. All visitApadoca, Grargea; Abeyta, Juan J.;
I'm thinking of giving you my reading; "For a long time I suffered
fng brethren cordially mvitea to air Church, Laura; Foo Li Mon; Green- wages.
silk petticoat .,
Ifrom indigestion, torpid liver, const!- E.
N.
G.;
W.
McAllister,
C.
J.
D.; Jaquette,
wood, Walter; Harrity,
tend,
Cook FoTv de Lawd. Mis' Howard (
nervousness, ana general aeD- Miss
Mrs.
F. P.; Kleeman,
Marie; How many folkses has you been done pauonj he
Cometock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
writes. "I couldn't sleep,
llitj,"
Miss
Mrs.
Gustave; Park,
an' asked fob dinner. Puck.
had no appetite, nor ambition, grew
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; Manasse,
Caroline G.; Robinson, B. P.; Sangar, gone
trustee..
weaker every day In spite of all medC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
William H.; Triphagen, W. A.; Young,
"Was that you scolding a poor dog ical treatment Then used Electric
'
Mrs. Georgia L.
his
natural
was merely Indulging
Bitters. Twelve bottles restored all
NO.
Letters held for postage and better who
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
e
inclination to howl at the moon?" ask- my
Now
health and vigor.
2836
H.
Charles
directions:
at
uBtler,
night
102, meets every Friday
ed the kind man.
I can attend to business every day.
C.
Mrs.
A.
State
Cuervo,
Gunst,
street;
Infall"Yes," answered his neighbor.
their hall in the Schmidt building, N. Mex.
It's a wonderful medicine.
"Don't you know you ought, to be ible for stomach, liver, kidneys, blood
west of Fountain Square, at eight
card held for better directions: kind to dumb
Post
animals?"
and nerves. 50c at all druggists.
o'clock. . Visiting members are cor- MIrs Irene Martin, 1515 E. 93d street.
"That dog isn't dumb, he's only
the
for
When
above
N.,
Cook,
calling
please deaf." Washington Star.
dially welcome. Jas.
ask for "advertised letters.
Many a man doesn't recognize an op
Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.'.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
portunity unless it comes and slaps
"Is there a Christian Scientist in him
on the back.
this room?" asked a little man, one of
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNand
clears
the
Tar
and
Foley's Honey
the audience at a lecture.
CIL NO. 804, meets secopd
Midnight Doctors air passages, stops the irritation In
"Yes," responded a woman, "I am a
-f- ourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall, Piomost
unwelcome visitors evare
the
memthe throat, soothes the Inflamed
Christian Scientist."
the luck
neer building. Visiting members branes, and the most obstinate cough
"Well, then, madam," saiu the little en the doctor himself curses his
comhim to leave
are cordially invited. W.. R. Tipton, disappears. Sore and Inflamed lungs man, "would you mind changing seats that compelled
fortable bed. Suppose you try our
the
and
and
are
healed
a
in
me?
with
I'm
F.
S.
draught!"
strengthened,
sitting
P.
Mackel,
G. K.: E.
method, and keep a big 35c bottle of
cold Is expelled from the system. Re- Philadelphia Inquirer.
I
in
Perry Davis Painkiller in the house
the
yelthe
but
fuse
any
genuine
THIRD
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND
a fellow can't raise a and let the doctor stay in bed and
when
Even
low packape. O. G. Schaefer and Red
at
,
enjoy himself.
mustache he can raise his eyebrows.
Cross Drug Co.
Tuesday evenings each month,
VisitHall.
Brotherhood
Fraternal
Woman may be the weaker sex, but
Invited.
ing, brothers are cordially
she is often strong minded.
E. C.
nraQlilpni'
Slightly Colder With Snow
Ward, secretary.
When you see that kind of a weath
i&ED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
er forecast you know that rheumatism
weather is at hand. Get ready for
Brotherhood hall every second' and
it now by getting a bottle of Ballard's
sleep at the eighth
fourth Thursday,
son
favora
Corinne, for many years
Famous Entertainer Coming
Snow Liniment Finest thing made
...
nlwoira V(.
it,
run. visiting oruuicis
have been completed ite, is at the head of the company, for rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite,
Negotiations
David
will spend most of the season sore and stiff Joints and muscles, all
come to the wigwam.
v.ohv ttiU Htv la in have an oooor- - which
the west The play comes here for aches and pains. 25c, 60c and J 1.00
Flint. Bachem; Waite H Davi8' tunity of witnessing a performance of in
the a single appearance only.
a Dottle, aoia oy center jbiock. jjb-pchief of records and collector of tha world's ereatest entertainer,
Drug Co.
McEwen, the famous Scottish
Great
The Ringmaster
wampum.
hypnotist and magician.
"The RingmaBter," which Is billed
Hoax "What is the best cure for
Mr. McEwen has recently completed
54!.,
6. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
will play by Manager Duncan for November 8th, work?" Joax "A sinecure."
and
world
around
the
a
trip
Wedone of the largest and most imporI. O. B. B. 'Meets every first
a few weeks In this territory Deiore is
Both Boys Saved
Manager tant productions which the Shuberts
nf the month In the vestry nnrmtns in the Twin cities
m will send into the west this year. The
Louis Boon, a leading merchant of
mnm of Temple Montefiore, uoug- Duncan, coniiaent mat me peupm
current
of
number
the
Metropolitan
Mich, writes: "Three bottles
Visit- - approve of hie action has offered the
las avenue and Ninth street.. .i
magazlna carries several photographs Norway,
uuul'v'
MPH WPT1 mauaKeiliCill.
lfl6"
of Foley's Honey and Tar absolutely
ininviiea.
an
of
the
and
and
its players,
play
lne brothers are cordially
ments to bring the entertainment to
cured my boy of a severe cough, and
teresting description of the piece which a neighbor's boy, who was so ill with
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi this city and will need the
is by Olive Porter and F. W. Van
of all to make the venture a success.
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
on business deal- a cold that the doctors gave him up,
The Great McEwen carries a sup- Proog.in It is foundedand
Foley's Honey
like the "Lion was cured by taking else
Wall street
enter- ings
Is as safe
porting company and offers an
Mouse" teaches a lesson of and Tar." Nothing
and
the
of
G.- Schaefer
hypnotism,
tainment consisting
the street that is both dramatic and and certain In results. Co.O.
vaudeville.
and
magic,
an1 Red Cross Drug
This attraction will be at the Dun- deeply interesting.
October
can opera house three nights,
A man may be short sighted and still
18, 19, and 20th.
see his finish.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor

er.
C. M. HEKJ4HARD,
Keeper of Record and

.

;

j

love-smitte- n

-

,

week.

The following officers have been
elected to preside over the destinies
of the various .organizations:
'
Literary Society George Pritchett
John
vice
Webb,
president;
president;
Edith Kingsley, secretary and treasurer.
Presidents-r-Rut- h
Class
Winters,
freshman:
Mary McMahon, sophomore; Sam Greenberger, Junior;
George Pritchett, senior.
John Webb will be captain of the
football team.

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
Shake well, and
straight whiskey.
take in doses of a teaspoonful every
four hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties ot
the Pines and will break a cold in' 24
hours and cure any cough that Is
In having this formula put
curable.
up, be sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure, prepared and guaranteed
pnly by the Leach Chemical Co., Cin
'
cinnati, O.

When a girl will let you tie .her
shoe string she knew it was going
to happen and dressed for it
For Chapped Skin
Chapped skin whether on the hands
or face may be cured In one night by;
applying Champerlain s. Salve. It Is also unequaled for sore nipples, burns
and calds. For sale by all dealers.
The more conceit a man has the
more clever a girl can make him
think she doesn't see it

Selfishness is habit; generosity,

-

;r

7

Every woman covets a shapely figure, and many of them
deplore, the loss of their girlish forms after marriage.
The bearing of children is
often destructive to the
mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birt- h
less, and carries her
H T'3 IT?1
safely through this critical T
nerinrl
Thrmsnnfte orate- - I
III I I l 111 I I wlU
fully tell of the benefit andilVm-jiiaiJilrelief derived from the use'

Tywwvf

ramv
imoiuui.u;.

Sold by draezita
mFtMo
t$l 00 per battle.
Book mulled free to all exiectant mothers.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.

I

Atlanta. Ga.

mmmm

DUfJCMJ OPERA HOUSE
October W, 19 and 20th.

good-nature-

TMGftatlEWE 9'S

.

Berlin,

months

Toronto, 4 months
New Orleans, 2 mo.
Buffalo, 5 weeks
Minneapolis, 6 weeks

n

Record

Paris, 3 months

Melbourn, 3 months

Montreal, 4 months
San Francisco, 2 mo.
Winnipeg,

Salt Lake,
St. Paul,

weeks
weeks
6 weeks

10

5

And many other records just as good, too numerous to mention.

Everybody Knows

McEWEN

.

.

THERE'S IS SOME CLASS TO THIS

....

A Real Airship One that flies.
The Game of Pushball, on horseback.
High Class Harness and Running Races.
The Nat. Reiss Southern Carnival Co.
Two Troops of U. S. Cavalry.

old-tim-

t;

Base Ball Tournament.

Marathon Race.
Relay Foot Race.
Trades Parade.
Twenty Conventions.:

;

Montezuma Ball.
The 2:12 Pace "Bull Durham" Stake $1000 given by
Blackwell's Durham TobaccolCo.

AT THE THEATRE

"

3

London, 3 months
New York, 2 months

;

pres-iden-

WIS FOR

YOUR COUGH

(Contributed.)'
Superintendent of . Public School's
Rufus Mead is an enthusiastic supporter of athletics and will render all
possible assistance to the studencs in
organizing and maintaining winning
teams. It will be remembered that
during the last season's games the
East Las Vegas high school basketball
team was not defeated by any school
in New Mexico or Colorado, closing
the season with a percentage of 1,000.
They have secured the services of
Yerbery,' physical director of the
Y. M. C. A., to coach them this year.
The basketball and football teams have
not been completely organized, but
list of the players will be given next

Tit-Bit-

I. P. HAVENS,
Chancellor Command-

TRY

NOTES

-

-

YOU

WILL MISS IT, IF YOU MISS IT.

The 29th Annual New Mexico Fair
.

and
Resources Exposition

Albuquerque, Oct.
B.

W. G. TIGHT,
President.

JOHN

11-- 16

McMANUS,
Secretary!

.

i

-

mind-readin-

twin

g

"Mile.

ad1,J:,i:H,:K

Diarrhoea.

Mischief."

This disease should be treated as soon
One of the biggest attractions of the as the first unnatural looseness of the
winter theatrical season will be seen bowels appears. When this is done a
at the Duncan on the night of October e single dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy will effect a
2Gth, when "Mile. Mischief," with'
will cure. This remedy can always be deand her company of
be the offering. The opera 'is one of pended upon even in the most severe and
cases, and should be kept at
the cleverest of the past few years. dangerous
ready for instant nse. Never leave
It was brought to fame by Frltsl hand
Scheff and Yvette Gilbert. This sea home on a journey without it.
Cor-rin-

all-sta-

'.,.,

Frightful Fate Averted
"I would have been a cripple for
life, from a terrible cut on my knee
cap," writes Frank DIsberry, Kelll-heMinn., "without Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, which soon cured me." Infallible for wounds, cuts and bruises, it
soon cures burns, scalds, old sores,
boils, skin eruptions. World's best for
piles. 25c at all druggists.

r,

New Mexico Normal University
The only Institution
by

In New Mexico

whose diploma Is recognized

the California State Board of Education.
"It has more university graduates on. Its faculty than any similar

Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
'
,
Education, Boston.
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course.
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music, Art,
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
' '
Next Terni Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
For Further Information Address

'

v

,

Dr, B, S. GO WEN President

East Las Vegas.

N. M.

'

aATUhDAY, OCTOBER

Carnival of Prices

Tho Delated Lot

Any Heater in the house including carload

OF

They are as fine as any that have shown
up in Las Vegas ttiis Season and we
J
will sell them

'

-

.

f

'

fit

:

i

'.

-

,

i i

5

;,

'.

'

"
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Liidwig Wm. Ilfeld,
WEATHER REPORT

t

7,l90M.

Hlftill
65
mini-

THE STORE TH ATS ALWAYS BUSY

gjg--

gp

g

Flour

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131,

YOUR SELECTION

L,.,

or Lease The Barker
David Dixon has ertwti n otomi n
ranch, at Beulah. Never failing crops. the corner of Sixth street and Douglas
Investigate.
avenue, wnere ne 13 dishing out sandwiches and soft drinks at all hours of
Mrs. Leon Waterman, who had been the day and night during the harvest
very ill at her home on Sixth street carnival.
for the past week, is reported much
better.
Monday will be the last dav nf thA
sale of the Judell VimiHPimlr? mnH0
Order your cream from T. T; A
great
eood
many
thinira
Turner.
left, furniture, rugs, curtains,
t.p
s
company.
C.
is
the
re
latest
Joseph
Sharp
cruit in the Camfield surveying parEI Porvenir opened for winter tin
He
to
ty.
work with the boys der new management.
goes
Evervthlne
Monday morning.
up to date now. Special dinnsva every
Sunday. Stage leaves Romero Marcan- For Sale I base burner and two tile
Co.'s Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
heating stoves, all In erood condi
lie- urday mornings at 8 o'cloc'pt.
tion. 1024 Fourth street.
turning same days, leaves El Porvenir
T C. Wrtirtit 111 ealA tn hand
at 2 t. m.
the position as bin clerk at the local
rreignt ornce ana will go east and acBeginning October 6th I will teach
cept another job.
ladies to do their own dressmaking
and tailoring, as taught by the Keist-er'- s
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
Ladies' Tailoring Colleee of fit
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer
Louis. For particulars call at 925
Building. E. D. Burks.
Columbia avenue. Mrs. H. M. Glass.
C. E. Keller has been employed
WARNING
to teach fall and winter terms
Last notice. Positively no TiiiTitinfr
of school at the town of Levy, a few
fishing or trespassing will he allowed
miles north of this city.
on the lakes of this company.
FLACITA RANCH COMPANY.
There will be a game of baseball
tomorrow afternoon on the East side
between the New Mexicans and the
Las Vegas Browns.
MOTION PICTURES
Monday will be the last day 8f the
sale of the Judell household goods.
"
Film Service Unsurpassed
A
great
many
good
things
left, furniture', rugs, curtains, , etc.
company.
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
J. W. King, a former superintendent of car service on the Las Vegas Monday and Tuesday.
electric line, is now the owner and Admission 10 cents. Children 5 cents.
operator of the water system at Clo-viN. M. He is at present engaged
All Aboard for Harvey's!
in installing meters which work will
have been completed by the latter
Carriage goes out Saturday morn-n- g
returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown

OF A GOOD BANK

.

f

flls important, not only for the present, but
also'f or the years to come.
jThe'right Bank connection will be a material
day business.
Bank
successful record of safe,
has
a
jThisj
conservative banking from the- day of its organization,
-

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

g

The First National Bank

You will find some

interesting

facts about the Growing and Ship.'
ping of

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

'.

CAPlTAliand SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON KAYNOLDS, President.
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.

.

SIXTH STREET

PHONE MAIN 107

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
.
DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and OBAIN, PULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS aDd WAGONS.
Get Our Prices before buying.

s

Bridge Street.

BLUE PLUMS
25 Pounds for

nf

$1.00
This will be our last shipment

Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
what
ton
you want for cooking,
just
per

On Domestic CoaJ,

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON
Pbone Main 21

II

in our booklet on the Northporth
Oyster Farm.

Sealshipt Oysters
are guaranteed to be free from
preservatives of any kind.
-

are solid
Sealshipt Oysters
meats and will go twice as far as
Foot Main St watered tub stock.
Sealshipt Oysters are fresh and
full of a delicate
sea-flavo-

Phone 144 and 145

Real Estate Co.

Ironing

Douglas Ave.

E. Las

IHfffftWWin'V

J,HiVi'i""'"

Vegas, N. M.

of Goods

Grocer.

ft-

Prompt Services

J3he

1

Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.
The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.
Pabst's draught beer on tap only

at Opera bar.

THE
BOSTON

find the choice selections
in Boys' Suits and Oyer-coatNo cheap goods,
but merchandise of quality ma4e by such manu-

1

wsmmn
V

1

LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

75c Per Dozen
Las
Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY.. ONION Propl5 PhonW' Main 276

illy

lAmtH

facturers as Ederheimer
Stern & Co, and other
reliable firms. With us
the mention of quality
does not mean high prices.

Our Boys department

Unerwear,

including

Hats, and Shoes, offers
the best values, for
money. And thei
styles are correct.
the-leas- t

.yTRAGOOp
sn)tBmWSM

r

Z

bar-

It is here that you will,

Home Grown Carnations

Grocers, Butchers and Bakers

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboa

at the Opera bar. Served from
rels on the bar.

s.

New Crop

ens and Hens
AllWnds of Sausages

V

CLOTHING
HOUSE

patronizing

Spring Lamb
fancy Native Mutton
Veal
Kansas City and Native Beef
Home Dressed Spring Chick'

Fresh Mince Pie.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. axed
In the wood. Direct from distillery to- you. At the Lobby, of course.

Careful Handling

Coin be had ONLY by

J. H. STEARHS

"THE COFFEE MAN"

U1"""1TT1

r.

HEATS in Town.

Boucher's
P. S.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

J

at

,

For Sale

v.

Bread

i. PAPER

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

609

S

Cakes, Pies, Coo&ies,

unfurnished.

Best

Phone Main 85

Home-Had- e

erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and

Washing

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

MONEY SAVED

1ST

JakefGraaf,

Some very desirable City prop

Sealshipt Oysters

TIic

Pillow Rutfling and Cords.

Call up Main 2 when you have any
jews. The Optic wants It

Sanitary

W t

Fancy Table Centers

1

Browne-Manzanar-

Co's.

3

See our new line of Bath Robes for Ladies, cyg

Browne-Manzanare-

trading

5

AND A FULL LINE OF

)

To Rent

Sealshipt Oysters

K3i

uresser ocana m

CRYSTAL THEATER

i.

'ft

3

'

Table Centers
Doylies

'

Also Hea.dqu&.rters for
All Kinds of F EE D

Qui-

i
1

G8

'

0ir

W

""'''

! T
Handkercheifg
Corset Covers

'

Forecast Fair tonight and Sunday; Investigate.
frost tonight.
First class boarding house, German
cooKing,
everything clean; comfortLOCAL NEWS
able. New furnished rooms very reasonable rates. Chas Mueller, 1112
Genuine, lovely New Mexico weath Douglas avenue.
er again.
The Agua Pura comnanv han nlareil
Get the best at Nolette's"' barber an electrical sign on the top of their
Dunaing mat can be seen from sev
shop.
eral miles out of town.
There's always a calm after a
Mrs. Mollie F. Schmidt, nf tMa rttv
storm.
recenty made a sale of about 8,000
head
sheep at Wagon Mound to
Latest styles in fall and winter mil- iuesHrs.of stern
& Nanm here.
609
Sixth
Reasonable
linery.
prices.
street
Vogt & Lewis have pnntrnptoil tn
put in steam-heatinfor Mrs.
A good thing about New Mexico's nebecca Flint at theplants
Central hotel
climate is that bad weather doesn't and at the residence of Mrs. N. J.
last long and pleasant weather does. Dillon on Fourth street

AT

Use

Stamped Linens

part of next month. .Mr., King also
owns the electric Oight plant at

;
Govia.
Temperature Maximum,
mum, 29; range, 26; precipitation .12.
To Rent or Lease The Barker
Humidity 6 a. m., 46; 12 m., 68;
mean, 59.
ranch, at Beulah. Never failing crops.

Concord Grapes

LINE OF

-

Bridge Street

Look out early next week for some
extra quality

I

A NEW

AT

30 Pounds for $1.00

I

!'

just received, tomorrow only.

Siberian Crab Apples
-

9, 1909

A

